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THE ORGAl ISATIO~ OF AFRICA.l" l NITY meets in Addis Ababa on the anniver_'ary ofUDI \\eek that final frantic period when Britain and Southern
Rhodesia rea hed de2dlo k and the \\'hite Rhodesians finally committed
rh mselves t taking S uth frica's apartheid road. At that time, the nations
of i\fri a t od by apparently prepared to leave the fate of five million
fri an in the heart of the African ontinent to the wranglings of a remote,
reluctant former Ionial power and a handful of landgrabbing, racialist settlers .
ound and fury have follo\\red - at Lagos in January, Addis Ababa in
February
airobi in . A
. pril, London and i ew York in September-October,
\vhen foreign mini ters and heads of state have taken positions, and struck
attitudes, issued threats, forgotten them. Other than by the logical, firm action
f Tanzania, and the fe\\; who like her broke off diplomatic relations with
Britain, their acti n have not moved Britain or the'" orId to greater resolution
in the interests of the oppressed African of Southern Rhodesia. How could
they if without even effective military alliances, let alone preparedness to stand
b" the minjsters' action' in conference abroad, or unified political planning
behind the scenes, the member of the GAU appear deluded, confused,
disunited, even at tim s half-hearted in their ampaign for the freeing of so
manv millions from the Zambezi to Table Ba .?
At Addis Ababa from 5 to 9 ovember the ~ weaknesses will not disappear.
While Africa remains in pawn to the wealthy nations of the world, her leaders
can carcely talk a free men. Talk of f r e is empty when force cannot be
mustered. Yet disunity, half-heartedne . lack f support by governments for
their spokesmen - the e urely can be reduced to the human minimum in
A.ddi Ababa this month.. frica' remaining degree of political unity, and the
ommitment of her leader to the political freedom many of them fought for,
are 'weapon that Africa must use more and more skilfull in world forums.
With almo t a third of the eats at UN occupied by Africans, with a continental
unity far more developed than in any other quarter of the globe, Africa has
political weapon w'hich he mu t keep harp \\ hile the phy ical ones are
fa hioned - food and fa torie , and while Afri ans remain in slavery, guns as
v;ell. The OAU Summit can sho"', after sound and fury, the way to Africa's
ober realisation of her trengths and weakne ses, to the proper use of the
former and the elimination of the latter. "[he OAU Summit can also plan the
political strategies for no"vV - to use its unity and its commitment far more
effectively than before against those it accept as more able to act in its peoples'
outh We t Afri a the Portuguese territories
interest in Southern Rhode ia
and South ~fri a.
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Encounter
with Brazil
LEWIS NKOSI
"The Gen~al Assembly, in its resolution 2060 (XX)
requested the Secretary-General to organise an international, seminar on apartheid in 1966 under the vpro- .
gramme of advisory services in the field of human rights.
" .The basic aim of the programme is to enable
governments to share experiences and knowledge gained
in solving or attempting to solve problems of human
rights. - One of the principal methods used in carrying
out this programme has been the organisation of
.
,,'
semInars ...

I talked to was sceptical or
downright cYnical. Another one! A seminar held in order to
inform the world organisation on the problem of apartheid? If
you will forgive the yawn! Hadn't it all been done before? Think
of the mountains of pamphlets, books, memoranda and memorabilia
on apartheid lying snug in' the libraries ~f the UN. Think of ·the
speeches and the resolutions and the blood and the toil! Just
think ... !
Yet for everyone invited the call of Brazil was too strong to
resist. So 'it was that in August I cut short my sunny holiday
in Ibiza, off Spain, to hasten at the Secretary-General's bidding.
A soft rain was falling' over London as I made my way to
Victoria Station by cab. At the British United Airways reservation desk it seemed that everything was going on capitally until
the B.U.A. girl lost an airport. Just like that! Lost a whole airport! She couldn't find Brasilia - site of the conference anywhere in the international handbook on civil aviation. At last
a porter who had some intellectUal aspirations exerted himself
in our behalf and quite astonishingly came up with the missing
airport from a different handbook. A great relief. We'll drink on
that!
Arriving also at the bidding of the Secretary-General was Bob
Resha, Algiers representative of the A.N.C. We moved simultaneously to the bar where we were later joined by Canon John Collins,
chainnan of the Defence and Aid Fund. On arrival at London
airport we found Ronnie Segal, veteran of many conferences,
peevishly contemplating two weeks of speeches and murder by
boredom. Ronald Segal was sitting with Dennis Austin, author
of the book, BRITAIN AND SOUTH AFRICA which had just been reviewed in the British press and much praised by" many for its
-'~' .,realism." The book had poured cold water on tlle:' idea of
- sanctions against South Africa. Sanctions were not likely to work;
sanctions were likely to promote a war with South Africa to the
further crippling of British economy. Sanctions were likely to result
in far more repressive measures being used against the blacks
INITIALLY EVERY SOUTH AFRICAN

inside South Africa. Now Dennis Austin was going to preach this
same gospel at the UN Seminar in Brazil on behalf of the British
Government whose unofficial representative he was. Surely this
was the most intriguing addition to our entourage.
stopping for forty-five minutes in
Lisbon and Las Palmas, hostile territories; but once we had
arrived in noisy bustling Rio it was like being home again. Not
only did we have to wait until we had been sprayed with some
disinfectant, the look of the land and climatic feel and smells
were South African. Outside the hangar there were policemen
everYwhere. The only difference was that in Brazil, integration,
however imperfect, is a national effort and often works. If there
is a riot or traffic jam the policeman likely to hit you over the
head or move you out of the jam may just as soon be a Negro as
a white, Indian or mixture of all these, if that is any comfort to
having one's skull broken.
Rio is marvellous, chaotiG, noisx> ancient, sensual; beautiful
women are everywhere; and they are all shades. Sensuality and
Catholicism seem inextricably woven here. The topography is
nothing short of amazing: God must have been feeling in an
exceedingly good humour when He shaped that bowl of land in
which reposes downtown Rio and the Copacabana district, that
crescent-shaped casket of white sand and blue water rimmed by
steep hills, including the 2,300 ft. Corcovado. Having arrived in
Rio in the early morning we had to wait until five o'clock that
evening to get a connection to Brasilia; even so five hours were
not sufficient for sampling the pleasures of Rio.
At five that evening a small local airport handling internal
traffic was beginning to look like an emporium of world diplomacy.
The UN ambassadors from New York were suddenly everywhere;
now French and English began to be heard more frequently in the
huge hallways. The Brazilians, of course, speak neither English nor
French, on the whole, only Portuguese. At the airports it is weIlnigh impossible to get an E~glish or French newspape.r, including
the New York Times. In downtown Rio the New, York Times
arrives three weeks later.
WE TRAVELLED ALL NIGHT,

WE REACHED BRASILIA that same evening of August 22 after a
three-hour flight from Rio. Young men from the Foreign Ministry
were already standing by to welcome us; but there were others
standing by - soldiers and military police. The airport was thick
with the militia and no one knew who they had come to welcome.
Were some of us suspected of carrying time bombs in our briefcases? For the first time one sensed the underlying nervousness
of the present military regime which was embattessedly hosting the
seminar. However, it turned out that the shrewd South African
Foreign (Minister. Dr. Muller, had already been hosted before usjust to keep- a proper balance perhaps. The two Governments
had vowed to increase their ties of friendship and trade; and now,
pethaps enjoying the scarcely concealed irony, the Brazilian
Government were setting us up at the Hotel Nacional of their
modem capital to let us work out our frenzy of indignation like-'
frustrated children. At any rate Brasilia could do with an injection
of foreign currency from the United Nations.
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of member
governments of. the' United Nations and observers,',
"from' o~her,;~gencies there 'were eight invited:- "
e?tperts froth'South A/frica. 'Colin Legum, 'Peter.;
~~boroko, ~ind Leslie Rubin on top of our:"
Lon40n airport gro~p: The seminar, whicp',
lasted, fOf 3/''fortnight, 'was offic~red by Mr. Kai'
Bjorkof Sweden ,in his ,role as' chainnan, with
Messrs. 'Achkar Marof of Guinea, Janos Beck of
Hungary, RobertoM,erides' Goncalves' of Brazil,
and Mohammed Khir"··Johari of Malaysia ,'as,:,
vice-ch~irmen. Mr. V. A. Adegoroye of Nigeria'
was elected rapporteur.
, ,: Looking ba'ck on. the Jenor the debates took
it,s'~eIi1s'unf6rtufi~fte that' Dr:' .. Verwoerd's assassination came as ",a climax rather than "a forewarning to _the semInar, for we lt~arhed ef th~
event in a plarte' flying back from Brazil. The
assassination -seemed therefore a ghastly but
fitting conclusion to a seminar which had spent
days of anguished, sometimes bitter, debate over
the issue of violence in South Mrica and the
ways 'in' whIch:' it would arise. After a'11 between', ,
representatives' of the United' Kingdom, the'
United States and tb'eir satellites "on' one side'
and delegates from the Afro-Asians and: ·the .
East European bloc on the other, there had been
endless disputations as' to 'whether there was an
immediate danger-of violence in' South Africa, '
therefore a, threat to·, world ,peace and' security.
again :and, again it was, .pointed out thatviolence
in ,South. ,Africa' has often arisen and is like1.y
to arise 'in .the ,future, ',from a single incident
s'uch, as ,:the wcrld thereafter Wltnessed in the
a'~sass'inat'ion ,of Dr. Verwoerd. Ha~ a' clea'! ,link
been established'
iristance between' Dimitri
Tsafehtla-s a'Il'd the African underground move-'
one .can say exactly hoW' many bodies
ments
of' Africans would be floating in the ,Vaal River
today.
;If the Gospel seems foolishnes,s to those who
do not believe, it may very well be that what
Sean Mea'ride" a quiet dignified .lawyer . fro~,
the lnternational Commission of Jurists urged
tipbn the conference "m'ay'not now seem such
Top,' Dennis Au~tin (left) ~ith CoHn'Legum.
foolishness'" after all. What McBride wished to
see was detailed contingency planning by the' ,Bottom left Sean McBride '
World organisation, to ineetthe' eventuality df 'Bottom right Canon L. John Collins with
large--scale bloodshed in: South Africa which' Professor Leslie Rubin'
'
would include intensive training for those South
Afri~ans .who may in fut:ure assume the. organs
of government. Also in ~~der, to take off psychQ:-. :
logical pre~sure upon the Afrik~ner who kn~s natural sympathy for revolutions, the United
no other home except South Africa McBdde
States is ,not,' in -my opinion, a r.evolutionary
was asking some white countries like Australia
country. It is patently conservative. I think it
to . promise an "open-door policy" fer African be shown; for instance, that it is not in
kaners who may .wish 'to leave South Africa it' the nature of American society to engender
it 'came to. a· 'war instead of fighting to the
revolutions 'abroad, however just, or to support·
bitter. end.. This M'cBride called 'the ·last. ".line, their fruition, especially in those areas of the
of retreat."
world belonging to the so-called "free enterprise" category.
On the contrary, it is in the nature of Western
IN ANY CASE, THE SINGLE most dangerous notion"
which the 'assassination of Dr. VerwQerd must " democratic" societies to react to revolutions,
to promote stability, to defend traditional rights
have· now dispelled from the minds of Western
Governments is that South Mrica is a·stable of person and property' already entrenched,
country, unshakably in control of its destiny rather than to topple those regimes which deny
them. This may indicate why the Urrited~~States
aJ;ld security. There is very little doubt, for
iRstance, that underlying Western opposition to foreign policy, though demonstrably well-meaning, is in such a hideous mess in 'societies undermandatory sanctions against South Africa under
going revolutionary changes. The foregoing is
Chapter Seven of the UN Charter is not just
a necessary preface in writing about the seminar
that South Africa is too powerful and is likely
in Brazil where the representatives of the United
to resist any such attempts, but that the country,
however distasteful its policies, seems to enjoy States and the United Kingdom Governments
a stability which compares favourably with black made such herculean efforts to dampen any
Africa, always seen to, be teetering toward an enthusiasm .by Afro-Asian delegates to adopt
South Africa and Rhodesia as their new areas
albyss of conflietand violence.'
of international crisis. The inclinatIon of the
For Western governments,to promote revolutions, however desirable, in countries which seem two big powers to resist any stampede toward
mandatory sanctions in both Rhodesia and South
stable and the regimes finnly in power, seems
Africa was clearly 'predicated upon the assumpunthinkable. Despite the' late President Kennedy's 'assertion, for instance,. that the United tion that South Mrica' was stable, and that the
regime was finnly in control of its destiny.
States is a revolutionary country- which has '3
APART FROM THE REPRESENTATIVES

for

no

THE MAYOR OF BRAS ILIA, quite significantly, said
nothing about apartheid in. his, opening remarks,
to the confe~ence except to extol the beauty and.
virtues, ot' Bra~i1ia, which he ,called the City of'
the Future. It seemed. that what had brought
us all to Brazil was the need 'to witness this'
a:stounding experiment in city planning, in -futur':' .
istic architecture and finally the social experi- .
ment in race relations. But ,about apa:rtheid'he'
had "nothing whatever to; say. Some ·Africans
seized upon Dr. Muller's recent visit as.·. a.
posslbl.e explanation of the. absence of ~ny .semor·
Government official t~ welcome del~gates.., and
the'mayor's non-committal remarks at the Opening sessions.
,;Brasilia is everything- that it is suppos'ed to
be 0 - daring, splendidly conceived to cope witli" /
modem-day traffic problems, and' some of the'
buildings, including the theatre' I visited, marvellous creations, and most of these structures surprisingly simple i~ line~ And yet: ~ and yet, '
Brasilia is an utter bore. It is an ra{tificial cre~'
ation, structures ~beautiful, yes) but scattered in
a human desert. It would require' ~astonishing
courage to traverse the city, to walk about as one,
usually does in modem cities. There is ,no sense'
of community whatever. In the event one 'was"
content to drowse within the enonnous, Hotel '
Nacional, in'its universe of bars, swimming pool,\'~~
lobbies, jewellery, shops, art exhibitions and: ~
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Left Selby Mvusi with students at the
University of Brasilla

night club. At least here was a human comnlunity to which one could relate. Outside was
the desert of modern structures!
THE TONE OF the seminar was set by the Malay~ians. Already the leader of the Malaysian dele-

gation, Mr. Mohammed Khir Johari, Minister of
Education in his country, had argued that" The
Seminar need not perhaps go over the ground
which has been traversed by the international
community in the last twenty years. It is presumedalso that the seminar will not be an
occasion for an academic discussion of apartheid,
because this would be unnecessary, nor that it
is primarily intended to examine the possibilities
of international action, because this would merely
duplicate work being carried on at the United
Nations. As participants 'are invited in their
individual capacities, the Seminar might concentrate its attention most fruitfully considering
action at the level of public opinion and nongovernmental organisations."
IN AN ANGRY intervention, Ronnie Segal who has
worked ceaselessly to get sanctions adopted
against South Africa, hoped that the conference
would not waste its time considering how sanctions might be applied, or expressing pious
sentiments, but rather why, after so many moral
accusations against South Africa, the UN had
failed to act. In Mr. Segal's opinion the big
Western Powers, primarily the United States,
Great Britain and France, were blocking the
use of sanctions because they profited from
indecision and lack of action. "For God's
sake," Mr. Segal urged us, "if we cannot do
anything let us at least shut up ! "
From Mr. Mote Nkama, an anguished question: "Why is the Government of South Africa
allowed to pervert the very foundations of international law and human decency with such
impunity? If nothing else, offensive as it was,
the ruling of the International Court of Justice
at the Hague on July 18, 1966 exposed the
hypocrisy of certain established ruling circles
on the fundamental question of independence and
self-determination of African peoples. It is very
significant that the seven international judges,
who voted to reject the legitimate African case
on the basic issue of South Africa's apartheid
policies, were all Europeans, representing states,
which for the most part, have economic interest
in Southern Africa."
COLIN LEGUM, the Commonwealth correspondent
of the London Observer, helpfully gave the
seminar an analysis of the power structure in
South Africa which was m'aking the job of
cracking the regime so hopelessly difficult.
"White South Africa," said Mr. Legum, "is
among the most privileged communities in history: but this privilege depends wholly on their

ability to retain power exclusively in their own
hands. Power and privilege always go together,
and it is fairly pointless to appeal to a privileged
socit~ty to abandon its power knowing that in
doing so it will condemn itself to the loss of its
privileges. No privileged society white or
black or brown - has ever been known voluntarily to surrender its privileges at one fell
swoop. The greater the privileges of the society,
the greater the incentive to rally to its defence.
In South Africa's case, defence of white privilege is further strengthened because of the fears
of the white community tha t not only their
privileges but their entire security would be
placed in jeopardy if they suspended or lost
power."
Legum went on to analyse why the \Vestern
Powers have failed to support effective UN
action under Chapter 7 of the Charter: "No
major Power white, black or brown; communist
or capitalist or nonaligned - has to my knowledge been known to commit its resources to a
warlike enterprise purely out of moral conviction," Mr Legum said. " Nations generally only
take such action when either 'their national
interests are threatened, or they can be greatly
enhanced. So long as 'the West's national interests
are felt not to be actively threatened by the
situation in South Africa it is futile to suppose
that any of the major Western Powers will be
willing to support UN intervention in support
of enforcement action under Ohapter 7. To say
this is not to express anti-Western views; if the
situation were reversed the Communist countries
\vould behave, and have behaved in exactly the
same way."
THUS WAS THIS ELEMENTARY LESSON in political
science being dinned into the ears of the so-called
new countries, that morality had nothing to do
with politics. It was Power that worked; and
Power worked splendidly for those who posessed
it. Yet the Big Powers like the United States
were at pains to deny this cycnicism attributed
to them. The United States representative, Mr
David H. Popper, would have us -know that the
United States Government was sensitive to the
moral imperatives of the situation. What the
United States could not concede at this moment
\vas that the situation in South Africa, abhorrent as it was, was an immediate threat to world
peace and security. Nor, said Mr Popper, was
the United States convinced that mandatory
sanctions would be effective without a blockade.
As far as the blockade was concerned, like the
United Kingdom representative, the US view
was that it might result in resistance from inside
and a large-scale violence perpetrated 'against the
blacks. Intervention for the' moment was out, so
we were told.
Whereupon Mr Segal took it upon himself to
lecture the United States and the United

Kingdom representatives upon the mysteriei of
the English language. The Security Council, said
Mr Segal, had already pronounced the situation
to be "disturbing the peace". As far as Mr
Segal was concerned this was far stronger language, referring to what was already taking
place, than the legalistic phrase of a "threat to
world peace and security".
THE AFRO-ASIANS, FOR THEIR OWN part, were
mystified by the stand of the United States and
the United Kingdom, that the United Nations
Security Council could not be called upon to act
under Chapter 7 because the application of
apartheid could not yet be said to constitute a
threat to world peace. As Was pointed out by
delegate after delegate from Afro-Asian countries
- principally by the engaging Tanzanian ambassador Mr John W. S. Malecela, Mr Zain
Azrasi, the Malaysian First Secretary at the UN,
and Mr Achkar Marof, the pennanent Guinean
Ambassador at the UN, the Security Council had
already come to the 'conclusion that the situation
in South Africa needed to be acted upon under
Chapter 7 for the arms embargo which the
iUnited States supported was taken under
Chapter 7. The argument about the appropriateness of taking action under this remained one of
the crucial debating points throughout the
'Conference.
The point tellingly made by Mr Robert Resha,
the African National Congress representative in
Algeria, was that the African leaders in South
,Africa were not asking the big powers to intervene on their behalf but to disengage them'selves
economically, diplomatically and otherwise from
the are'a of conflict instead of actively assisting
the Government of South Africa, even indirectly
through the strengthening of its economy, to
remain powerfully entrenched. As Resha put it,
the time may come in future when the Africans
would 'ask big powers to intervene on their
behalf but such a time had not yet come.
The Seminar could not, of course, pass
resolutions; it could merely m'ake proposals and
recommendations. Some of the important proposals were that moral and appropriate material
support be extended to all persons involved in
'the struggle against apartheid, that member states
should be urged to contribute to the UN Trust
Fund as well as Defence and Aid Fund International and to support UN Education and
Training programme for South Mricans and
that apart from assisting the victims of apartheid
and political refugees from that country, African
states in particular should look again into the
question of providing them with travel documents. An Inform'ation Centre should be established to provide facts about apartheid and hope
was expressed that 'an early conference on
Southern Africa, as close as possible to the area
{)f conflict, would be held in the near future. •
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For the Record
LESLIE RUBIN
debit: orthodox agenda, old themes, US-UK dissociation
credit: clarification, concrete proposals, South African unity

of the General Assembly will have
before it when the situation in South Africa comes to be considered,
the report of the 13-day seminar held in Brazil, which terminated
on 4 September. The report is relevant to two items on the
agenda, the familiar " Policies of Apartheid of the Government of
the Republic of South Africa," and the new item " Measures to
Implement the United Nations Declaration on the Elimination
of all Forms of Racial Discrimination." The latter relates to the
Convention adopted by the General Assembly last year which
creates machinery available to the states adhering to the Convention for considering the alleged violation of rights, and for settling
disputes over compliance with its provisions.
The seminar was organised by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations pursuant to a resolution by the General Assembly requesting him to do so.
There is ample United Nations material on South Africa.
Events and processes in the country and their repercussions beyond
its borders, are covered in considerable detail by reports which
span a period of 20 years. The cynically-inclined, noting that
during the same period the lot of the 14 million non-whites has
become worse, while the arrogant defiance of international opinion
by the South African government remains undiminished, might be
forgiven for doubting the value of a seminar which, at this stage
of the confrontation between South Africa and the outside world,
spends several days discussing such topics as "the effects of
apartheid on international relations" and "measures to be taken
for the elimination of apartheid ." But the discussions at Brasilia
if they ranged over the topics encompassed by an orthodox agenda
on the subject, did, nevertheless, result in clarification of thinking
on many questions, and the formulation of concrete proposals
likely to lead to more effective action by the international community.
THE TWENTY-FIRST SESSION

Profession; the bodies associated with United Nations included,
apart from International Labour Organisation and UNES'CO,
the recently-established United Nations Institute for Training and
Research. The material available at the seminar included background documents e.g. basic facts on South Africa, and papers
prepared by all the experts and a number of other ~participants.
Four factors contributed to the success of the seminar. First,
the fact that most of the participants lived, for the duration of
the seminar, in the hotel where it was held, made association outside the seminar hall easier and more frequent than it might
otherwise have been. T,his meant increased opportunities for
discussion between representatives of the United States and Poland,
or the United Kingdom and Soviet Russia; but it also made for
greater mutual understanding among the South Africans. Perhaps
one of the most significant characteristics of the proceedings was
the like-minded approach to all important issues which the Sourh
Africans displayed. Differences which might have been expected
to en1erge from such different backgrounds as Liberal Party,
African National Congress and Pan-Africanist Congress - and
political shadings among these - were never in evidence *.
A second factor was the skill with which the Chairman, Kaj
Bjork of Sweden, presided over the proceedings. His combination
of impartiality and finnness helped to reconcile the encouragement
of full and free discussion with the need to complete a crowded
agenda, and ensure that the conclusions and recommendations
would reflect all views at the seminar.
Third, the choice of V. A. Adegoroye of Nigeria as Rapporteur
was fortunate. His report was an admirable summary of wideranging discussion, which presented a balanced picture of the
different points of view on all the topics discussed.
Fourth, there was efficient administration and direction of the
seminar as a whole. This was provided by Marc Schreiber,
Director of the Division of Human Rights, who represented
the Secretary-General of United Nations 5 Kamleshwar Das, Chief
of the Advisory Services Section of the Division of Human Rights,
who acted as Secretary of the Seminar, and their staff.

succeeded in making it representative of a variety of national interests and ideological beliefs,
and ensuring that different shades of opinion among the South
African opponents of apartheid were expressed. (An attempt to
include the Government of the Republic failed. The invitation
extended was declined.) The 73 participants comprised representatives of 29 countries, and a number of inter-governmental organisations, United Nations agencies and non-governmental organisations,
together with seven expens on apartheid. The countries represented,
drawn from Europe, Asia, Africa and the two Americas, included
the United States, the United Kingdom and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics; among the organisations were the Organisation
of African Unity, League of Arab States, International Commission
of Jurists, International Confederation of Free Trade Unions,
and World Confederation of Organisations of the Teaching

meetings were devoted to a general discussion
of apartheid. This covered the present situation in South Africa
and its ramifications and included: the effect of the system on
the civil rights and economic opportunities of the non-white; the
concept of separate development; the steps taken by United
Nations; the responsibility of South Africa's major trading partners
fot the perpetuation of apartheid; the possibility of remedial
measures; the repercussions of the South African situation on
Rhodesia, the Portuguese territories, and South West Africa.
Early in the discussions a divergence appeared between the
views of the United Kingdom and the United States (frequently

Professor of Law at Howard University, Washington D.C., USA, was formerly a Senator
representing Africans in the Western Cape, South Africa and
an official of the Liberal Party of South Africa. He was one
of the seven experts on apartheid invited to the Brasilia seminar
described here.

* The seven experts originally invited were: Canon L. John CoUins,
P. K. Leballo, Z. K. M'atthews, Alan Paton, Leslie Rubin, Ronald Segal and
Oliver Tambo. Matthews, Paton and Tambo being unable to accept, invitations were subsequently extended to Colin Legum, Lewis Nkosi, Peter
Raboroko 'and Robert Resha. Canon CoIlins' close identification with
the anti-apartheid struggle assured his ready recognition as an honorary'
South Mrican by his co-experts I

THE ORGANISERS OF THE SEMINAR

DR. LE S LIE RUB IN,

THE FIRST FIVE
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The Living
Story
PETER MEGO OGBANG

African oral literature
-a Nigerian experience

MANY INTERESTING QUESTIONS were raised
in the Transcription Centre discussion
on oral literature, of which Mr. Dennis
Duerden was chainnan. Ama Ata Aidoo's
article - "The African Literary Tradition I " (July 1966), more than the opinions
of Messrs Nagenda and Nkosi, answers in
full the issues raised by Dr. Lienhardt and
Mr. Duerden concerning the worth and
method of preserving the oral literary tradition. Miss Aidoo states, inter alia, "Up
to the present day the telling of folktales is
a major social activity among many African
peoples." This applies to my own Obudu
people in Ogoja Province in Nigeria.
For them (and for me) the traditional
culture is not a nostalgic or romantic glori-

fication of the past but a living reality, the
social focus that gives coherence and significance to their very existence. The oral
tradition remains the main, as well as the
most important, source for the history and
literature of peoples with~ut writing and
the tradition itself is preserved by the way
it is handed down.
My experiences are similar to those of
Aidoo in Ghana a.nd Nagenda in Uganda:
it is not the professional story teller (I
have never met one myself) who tells these
stories; everybody does, except, of course,
in the case of stories belonging to the
esoteric tradition.
Folktales and other categories of oral
literary expression provide a mechanism by
means of which the people conceptualise
and analyse their social set-up, and if one
is sufficiently perceptive, one can glean the
social attitudes and values of the people
from the tales.
Every tradition evolves from and is preserved within a particular cultural matrix,
so that it would be rather presumptuous to
generalise on "the African" oral tradition; yet I have found a recurrent pattern
of folk tradition in the rural areas, at least
in the Ogoja, Efik, Ibibia, Idoma, Ijaw,
Bini and Ibo villages that I have been to.
Invariably, I have discovered that the oral
tradition is not for these village people
a special preserve of the "professional"
but pan of the common cultural heritage
which they compete with one another to
narrate with lively enthusiasm.

Continued from p.186
supported by Japan, New Zealand and some of the Latin American
countries) and the views of the rest, when economic measures
against South Africa were called for. This divergence hardened
when the discussion turned in subsequent meetings to the question
whether apartheid constitutes a threat to international peace.
By the time the final meetings were in progress and the seminar
was preparing to consider its conclusions and recommendations,
it was satisfying that the United States and the United Kingdom
had modified their stand on some matters; but it was clear that
they remained divided from the rest of the seminar on the question
of supporting the imposition of sanctions. Thus while they supported a proposal that "all member states should discourage
closer economic and financial relations with South Africa, particularly in investment and trade," they declined to support the conelusion" that apartheid constitutes a threat to international peace
and security and that the Security Council should turn urgent
attention and give early consideration to t:he problem."

unanimous conclusions on a number
of important questions, and unanimous suppon for new measures.
Among the former are the conclusions that: "all states should
refrain from cultural and sports relationships with South Africa ...
(and) . . . encourage consumer boycotts of South African goods
and products"; "United Nations should take immediate steps
to co-operate with the Governments of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and S\vaziland to guarantee their independence and territorial
integrity . . . and invite its Member States to form a consortium
of donor countries" to provide economic and technical aid for
these territories; the United Nations Trust Fund and Defence
and Aid Fund International should be supported by Member
States. Among the latter are the proposal for the establishment
of an Information Centre" to be financed from the United Nations
regular budget," and the recommendation that an "international
conference of non-governmental organisations such as trade unions,
church, student and youth groups, drawn from countries trading
BUT THE SEMINAR PRODUCED

On 6th August 1966, I had a record
crowd of 521 villagers in Obudu all eager
to narrate one tale or recite an oral poem
at my invitation. During the performance,
people raised points of correction whenever
they felt that the informant distorted the
tale or forgot some important episode which
has an important bearing on the plot; the
informant would accept the correction in
good humour and a spirit of 'healthy competition prevailed throughout the night-long
performance. Conversely, credit was lavishly accorded to any infonnant who used his
imagination to invent episodes that vemcled
the plot or heightened suspense, or who
employed his own symbolism and poetic
allusions.

LIENHARDT ARGUES: "T'here is not
one good and convincing account from my
reading, of adults sitting together in an
African village, telling one another stories
for entertainment . . . and I have never
seen any group of adults solemnly sitting
down to amuse one another with folk tales.
They may have done so of course, fifty
years ago." (Italics mine). My experience
described above could probably inform Dr.
Lienhardt and invite him to come to Obudu
in Ogoja Province where he will find adults
- indeed a whole village - cheerfully sitting down to amuse themselves with folktales and other oral recitations.
DR.

e

with South Africa, should be held soon to consider the problem
of apartheid and explore ways and means of overcoming it."
The report as a whole deserves careful study as the most recent
examination of the South African situation in an international
context, with a strong emphasis on the urgent need for reinforcing
the universal condemnation of apartheid with the application of
concrete measures directed against the present government of
South Africa.

WHAT IS HAPPENING IN AFRICA?
ASK PEOPLE WHO KNOW-THEY READ

Africa
(AS DO SIXTY-ONE GOVERNMENTS)
Africa 1966, the seven - year - old confid.ential newsletter, is read fortnightly by most busi~~sses, embassies, government and university departments, and institutions who are interested in Africa.
In five continents people value its objective and
exclusive reporting on African political and economic
trends. Why not write for a sample copy yourselfl
SUBSCRIPTION ENQUIRIES TO: AFRICA 1966,
33 RUTLAND GATE

• 25 issues for 7 gns. or $ 25
including second-class airmail

LONDON, S.W.7
ENGLAND.
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"all states should refrain from ... sports
relationships with South Africa"-U.N. Brasilia report

Action against
apartheid in sport
DENNIS BRUTUS

IT IS GENERALLY AGREED that the world can and should take action
against apartheid in the field of sport. Much can be done, and
in fact much has already been done to contain this vicious form
of racial discrimination and limit its practice or its exportation
to other countries. The exclusion of racialist South African bodies
from the Tokyo Olympic Games, the suspension of South Africa
by the International Football Federation (F.I.F.A.), the refusal
of New Zealand to send whites-only rugby All Blacks to tour
South Africa, the expulsion of the racialist body and the recognition
of the non-racial table tennis association by the International
Table Tennis Federation - all .these are the practical results
of the work of past years.
But much more remains to be done. And since it requires very
little effort and planning it is unfortunate that much more has
not been done.
What is required is essentially a concerted effort by the countries
who are opposed to racialism in sport - and they should presumably include all countries - by which they would indicate to the
world bodies governing the various codes of spon that they are
dissatisfied with the racialist structure of sport in South Africa;
that they insist that South Africa should play the game as it is
understood by all the sportsmen of the world; and that failing
this they will oppose racial bodies from South Africa being
granted 'permission in sporting events and will oppose her membership of the world bodies.
Few countries would oppose such simple demands, and even
fewer should be unwilling to put thein forward. Certainly not the
countries in Africa. Why then has so little been done in this
direction?
THE REASON SEEMS to be first that these countries assume that by
a simple expression of support for nonracialism and opposition to
apartheid in sport they have done all that they could. This is
simply not true. What is needed is written protest from them to all
the world sporting bodies, and the constant reiteration of this
protest until action is taken. And even more important is their
vote. This must be registered at all meetings of the world bodies;
unless this is done, nothing will come of any protests against
racialism in sport. And to vote often means that they must be
represented directly: in cases where proxy votes are permitted,
it is important that they should know of this and make use of it.
In World Lawn Tennis we have just seen the vote go decisively
in favour of the racialist body in South Africa because so many
proxy votes were exercised in favour of them.
WHO ARE THOSE who vote for the racialists? Their opposition
is well known - it comes chiefly from the African, Asian and
Eastern European countries. What is not so well known is the
extent to which the United Kingdom and the United States act
as buffers and advocates in the defence of South Africa's racialist

poet, teacher, non-racial sport campaigner, and president at the South African Non-racial Olympic Committee (SANROC), recently left South Africa after serving a
prison sentence on Robben Island for political "crimes." He
is now in London.

sports bodies. And these two bring \,:. > ~.~.:-. ~n the support. of
lesser countries such as Australia, Can"ua, New Zealand and
the Latin American countries. There is no doubt that there is to
an increasing extent the feeling in many countries that the United
States and Britain are the strongest defenders of apartheid South
Africa and that they are the bulwarks which stand between South .
Africa and expulsion from sport. It is going to be an unpleasant
day when these charges are made against the United States and
Britain in the sports forums of the world.
IN THE LAST T\VO MONTHS I have been able to attend sports
gatherings in Jamaica (the Commonwealth Games), Budapest (the
European Athletic Championships) and Dortmund (the World
Gymnastic Championships). This is written on the eve of going
to Berlin for the World Weightlifting Championships. The pattern
has been the same) and I do not expect it to be any different
for some time. A number of countries angry at the participation
of South ~\frica, kno\ving (and the South Africans admit this
obliquely) that there is rigid apartheid in sport but unable to
get the correct action taken because (a) they have not organised
their obj ections around a particular form of action and (b) of the
sustained opposition of what is called the Western bloc - but
which is simply the bloc defending South Africa's membership.
Clearly what is needed is a more unified campaign against racialism in sport. I hope th~t this will come in the near future and
t~at meetings to be held shortly in Bamako and Cairo will contri-"
bute materially to this. Not less important is the need that the
D.S. and the U.K. should be consistent and act in accordance
with their oft-professed opposition to racial discrimination. If they
are honest, they cannot do less.
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What happens in the fight
against apartheid in sport?
AT THE MEETINGS of the World Governing bodies - which
Ineet once a year or less frequently:
Either the issue of apartheid in sport is not raised
Or it is raised and quickly smothered - usually by an
official ruling (as at Budapest this year) that the issue was too
big to 'be debated until it was formally placed on the
Agenda
Or it is raised and defeated by a variety of tricks - for
example:
At the Dortmund meeting of the World Gymnastic
Federation Mr. Kondo, the Japanese Vice-President of the
World Body, told me (inadvertently, since he took me to
be a member of the delegation of the whites-only South
African body) that he and the president, Mr. Thoeni, had
agreed that the matter should be quashed. He also told me
how grateful he was to be invited to the lavish reception
the South African delegation had arranged at their hotel for
that night - and at which a South African diplomatic
representative was present.
At Dortmund - as at other places - the US delegates
would not be drawn into supporting the move to question
South Africa's racialism because they feared it was Communist inspired: the fact that the motion was put by the
USSR is in fact a disadvantage - it means the automatic
loss of votes which we might otherwise get. As usual, the
Commonwealth Group of Britain, Australia, Canada and
New Zealand decline to act against South Africa - in
D.A.B.
spite of the multiracial ideal"!

DEN N I S B RUT U S,

End of

U.N./BRASILIA
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Will
K.P.U.

The government

survive?

if it does not fear

M. D. ODINGA

has no cause
to fear Oginga Odinga
the will of Kenya

THE ABBREVIATED LETTERS in the title stand for the "Kenya
People's Union" which is the country's official opposition, led by
the Republic's former Vice-President, Jaramogi Oginga Odinga,
against President Kenyatta's ruling Kenya African National Union.
Until April 1966, the two parties existed in one with the
President of the latter in his present office and the President of
the former as his deputy. Disintegration had long been a foregone
conclusion but, chiefly to maintain a united front in the nationalist
freedom movement, a marriage of convenience was considered,
unconsciously or otherwise, to be essential.
There is now a real political confrontation in Kenya. The
country learned that, despite apparent unity in the past, Kenya was
never one at all. They must learn to accept this lamentable fact
of the country's political life.
K.P.U. is here to stay, so }aramogi Odinga assures us. He insists
that the purpose of his party is, when the time comes, to relieve
Kanu of the burden of government in Kenya. This is supposed
to be a very grim and arduous prospect, which is more of a challenge
to those who confront the Government than it is to the latter.
The viewpoint unashamedly prevails in Kenya, however, that
when Kanu is ruling, it is :Mr. Tom Mboya championing the cause
of Western powers who actually exercises authority; and that,
should it ever happen that K. P. U. comes to power, it will be
}aramogi Odinga championing the cause of the East who will have
taken over. The degree of fact that exists in this view is a matter
of opinion. Certainly both Mr. Tom Mboya, Secretary-General of
Kanu (now Minister for Economic Planning and Development) and
his arch-opponent }aramogi Oginga Odinga (former Vice-President
of both the Republic and Kanu) who is now President of K. P. U.
for various reasons, acted as the protagonists of African interests
during Mzee Jomo Kenyatta's absence in detention.
The glaring fact is that the outside powers - West and East
- did a lot to divide the political ambitions of these gentlemen.
For after Mr. Mboya had visited the west, making a name and
fortune for himself, the East invited Odinga who also successfully
made a name with fortune for himself. W'hether this game continues at present, is better known to these gentlemen and their
confidants than it is to independent political observers. Be this as
it may, their parties now confront each other. How will the
outcome be decided?

If HAS ALWAYS BEEN the innocent view of this writer that the
democratic authority to rule a country is the inviolable property
of the people. Only they possess the final right to invest or withdraw
such authority. This writer, also believes that every loyal and
decent citizen, if he has enough supporters, has the right in his
own country to come into the open and count the thinking of the
masses in a deliberate attempt to snatch thtt authority from the
party 'holding it. Likewise when nobody has it in his hands the
masses can decide just to pass the authority over to his supporters.

M. D. 0 DIN G A, a Nairobi journalist, is to write a series of
articles on East Africa for The New Mrican and Frontier.

This is perhaps the conviction which led Jaramogi Odinga and his
supporters to declare, in the formation of the K. P. U., that they
were prepared to try and persuade the people to grant them
authority to rule in what, they submitted, was a different manner
from their ruling adversaries. What is \vrong with that?
It is natural that Oginga Odinga's opponents should wish him
failure, and so does 'he wish his opponents. The only danger in this
is that one will use the facilities paid for by both to try and defeat
the other. This is a mockery of democracy. Good rulers are always
those who rule today while accepting that they may be ruled tomorrow. This is where African rule, African democracy and
African socialism must not crumble.
The people of Kenya have heard Kanu leaders even when the
repetition of their views has become boring. They have a right
to hear K. P. U. whose policies need to be listened to, scrutinised
and afterwards, accepted or rejected. This is the only way in which
the true tenets of democracy can survive in Kenya.
There should be no bitterness in competitive politics. Politicians
in Kenya, as elsewhere in the world, should be prepared to exist
or perish. God who never receives a bribe, who upholds the rights
and ambitions of all, must by now'have calculated the intentions
of some of the leaders, particularly those who wish to rule, as being
shameful and insulting to their own dignity.
Oginga Odinga would win if there were an election tomorrow.
But he must not allow the pretentions of his own tribesmen, m'any
of them victims of poor judgement and in unscrupulous pursuit
of money, to mar his image as an African leader and lover of
democracy. Perhaps his plea for a truer African socialism will
keep it pure.
At present "African Socialism" is an enigma. So long as it
continues to \viden the gap between the "haves" and the "have
nots" it must fail. So long as it hesitates to put a ceiling to
individual property ownership, it must fail. So it must also, as long
as it condones the use of public office or public trust to gratify the
individual.
must come in vividly.
He is, far from being a communist, an acknowledged capitalist. If
he professes free things, he is amongst those who will lose when
the policy of equitable distribution of wealth is enforced. If his
belief is that wealth should be distributed, including ~is own, of
course, then who can stand his challenge?
Oginga Odinga asks why the Africans of Kenya should buy
their own land for which they fought and died? He is told: you
are looking for free things. He asks: why do our children not
get free seven-year education? He is told: you are looking for
free things. What about effective African participation in commerce
and industry as opposed to the present monopoly of the Asians, the
majority of whom are not even Kenya citizens? Again: you want
free things.
Then he asks, what about this system of civil servants owning
businesses which could be occupied by the landless and jobless
Africans ? You are wasting your time looking for free t1iings.
And when is Kanu fulfilling its pledges to the people? Oh! we are
doing it slowly. Then he asks: 'Could I and my supporters be
THIS IS \VHERE JARAMOGI OGINGA ODINGA
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allowed to ask them the extent to which they are satisfied? NO.
This is the crux of the matter. No single person or group of
persons in Kenya or abroad are qualified to prescribe the destiny
of the Kenyan people. The last verdict is with the people. It is
they who must decide.
The intimidatory legislation will have its deterrent effect, so
will the detentions and deportations. But will the people be
allowed to assert their will? If they are not democratically permitted to do so, mose who stifle thi,s right must accept, for themselves
and their descendents, all the sad consequences.
So long as Oginga Odinga looks forward, he will have growing
support in the country, not only of his own tribesmen but also of
people of all other tribes and other races, in Kenya and beyond.

e '

East

ADVERTISEMENT

THE UNIVERSITY OF BOTSWANA, LESOTHO
SWAZILAND

PRESS RELEASE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF BASUTOLAND,
BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE AND SWAZILAND

The University is pleased to announce that the British
Privy Council, having considered resolutions submitted by
the University Council, has approved amendments to the
University ,Charter and Statutes to allow changes in the
name and style of the University to take account of constitutional progress and Independence.
The amendments provide for any changes in the names
of the Territories and for the subsequent names to appear
in alphabetical order in the name and style of the University. After Basutoland and Bechuanaland become independent
the University will, therefore, become THE UNIVERSITY OF
BOTSWANA, LESOTHO AND SWAZILAND.

Other amendments to the Charter and Statutes, again at
the request of the U niversity Council, remove the restriction
'W"here'by the University can only award Bachelor degrees
and provide for the inclusion of the Princi'pal of the Swaziland Agricultural College and University Centre as an ex
officio member of the University 'Council. This latter step
follows and implements the Conspectus of Association between the University and the Swaziland Agricultural College
whereby the 'College as well as providing a centre for
University extension work will also offer a Diploma in
Agriculture under University auspices.
The University is happy to be able to announce these
developments at this juncture just before the Independence
of Basutoland and Bechuanaland.
28 September, 1966.

K. P. U. has come to stay, so avers ]aramogi Oginga Odinga,
not only in its offices or at conferences, but deep in the hearts of
men. All he needs is the right to try and stir up dormant sympathy
among the people. Let the valiant and democratic government of
Kenya see that it has no cause to fear this man, if it does not
fear the will of Kenya.
But the will of Kenya must be free. Unfettered and uncorrupted
let the people pronounce their verdict on who should 'be their next
ruler. The portents now seem clear that Oginga Odinga has struck
a bargain with the masses. Whether he supports East or West, his
present policies could safely carry Odinga into State House. Time,
the people's will, and his own actions, will tell whether or not they
do so.

Africa
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A chink in the curtain
IN THE CORRESPONDENCE
OF A 'FRONTIER' DONOR

AND READER

WE l\1ET through the columns of The New African. Not
through one of those kinky advertisements of the Private
Eye/New Statesman type (there are none in The New
African) and our meeting held no promises of fast drives
in Jaguar cars ending in sexy deviation on the M.I. Our
advertisement simply said that if I'd like to subscribe to
Frontier it \vould be sent every month on my behalf to
people in South Africa who were banned or under house
arrest or were in other ways the victims of the regime.
In order perhaps to deal with my own feelings of inadequacy in the face of the appalling apathy in England over the
question of apartheid or perhaps for other less clear reasons
I sent off the subscription and hoped somebody would
receive Frontier, enj oy reading it and feel slightly less
alienated. During the following weeks I thought a lot about
this small action which maybe would create a chink in the
sombre curtain which had been forcibly drawn to separate
freedom from tyranny. But as is London and as is life
itself the everyday minor problems of living and coping with
job, home, children and our own immediate social problems
blurred my mind. Only the occasional story in the newspapers of further horrors in Johannesburg, Durban, Cape
Town or the Transkei and of more iniquitous laws heaped on
those already so restrictive ones, helped to keep alive the
nagging misery of a situation which had already existed
before thirty years before, in Europe. For that my
generation has been able to blame others being ourselves
then only very small children.

more pedestrian mail one morning
came an Air Letter from South Africa which began: "This
morning I received Frontier which contained your address.
I make free writing to you. It is my privilege to tell you
there is much humanism in South Afrika. Since humanism
is, in this country, akin to communism it is suppressed."
From this letter has grown a relationship between an
elderly South African who is under banning orders and who
has recently been imprisoned for his beliefs and myself.
We write frequently and our air letters are closely typed
so that no space is wasted. From him I am learning firsthand of the hell of being banned, restricted and imprisoned.
No newspaper article can bring about this kind of personal
involvement. \Ve discuss, too, all the everyday things concerning racialism and race relations. The visit of Robert
Kennedy to South Africa - " Am -pleased to report that I
listened with another 6-7,000 people outside the hall where
he spoke. I waited for two hours in front of the hotel to see
him . . . " he wrote to me. The banning of Ian Robertson,
UDI in Rhodesia and the racial struggle in the US. All his
letters show the confusion he feels at the treatment he and
many ocl1ers are receiving at the hands of the country of
THEN, AMONG OTHER,

their birth. "I must confess," he wrote on one occasion,
"that I personally feel as if I am locked up in a small
space of which the walls are irresistibly moving in to an
even smaller space," and on another, "Racialists in power
here rape and twist all basic human rules in so far as they
apply to black Africans and Indians and those effectively
opposing them," and again, "This coming spring it will be
three years that I was restricted. Many a night I laid awake at
the time pondering' Why, why?"

only give my version of the outside
\vorld's attitude to South Africa. I tell hilTI what people here
think and feel about apartheid and of any 'blow for freedam' which I feel is being struck in England. When it
happened I wrote him of the televising of Ruth First's
story and of the emotional battering received by her husband
and Lewis Nkosi on a television programme later that
same night. I told him, too, of the Rhodesia march here
in London and we discussed its mispresentation in the South
African press.
I know our letters are very important to both of us. To
me because I am being confronted all the time with this
horrible and serious crime from which I am not having the
privilege of escape. For him because I believe that every
letter from England, however poor it may be, brings a
flicker of light. But as with all important relationships this
one too brings its own responsibilities. I do not feel I can
delay in replying to his letters and so drop everything to
answer. Then I worry if he doesn't reply promptly. Has he
b::en arrested again and if so how will I find out? What can
I do to help? Whom should I contact? Or is he just ill? This
would be quite normal - he is an elderly man. Have my
letters been confiscated? Is he not receiving them? All these
problems go with a relationship like ours.
His first letter to me ended thus, "The outside world
ought to find a way to oust the prejudice from the minds of
those in power. We, living here are made impotent, action
besides words and prayers not feasible, the prayers mainly
from private individuals since the churchgoers pray for their
own well-being, later, in heaven."
I guess this is what this article and Frontier are all about.
FOR MY PART I CAN
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[We have many hundreds of names and addresses of
victims of the apartheid regime in South Africa. Please enable
us to send them FRONTIER. There is an order form on page

204. -

EDITOR.]
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"Where's Peggy?" Ingrid asked.
Zulu replied that all was over between him and women until
the revolution was won. All was over between him and love-making
"until my people are free again.>' He said love made one forget
the urgency of the struggle.
And I thought of two other Africans I knew who because tney
were representing their people abroad had said goodbye to women,
goodbye to kisses, " until after the revolution."
They were grave young men, very determined, very cruel. And
t:here was Zulu declaring for them.
I was sorry for Peggy for I knew she would suffer because she
loved him and had passionately believed that by giving him
access to her body, by letting him penetrate into the fine, warm
folds of her life, she was, in her own way, helping the revolution.
Peggy, and those toasts and the tea and the smiles. Peggy,
the books, those novels, and 'all your warmth and hospitality your
fine breasts and all the promises!
After Zulu had entered, the door.bell rang again and when
Ingrid went and opened the door, Ekongo Dingala, a Congolese,
came in with his girl, Louise.
Ekongo was- drunk and Louise kept on admonishing him to
behave himself.
" Ekongo, ecoutes!" she would say. "Qu'est-ce que tu fais?"
Laughter and music and the drinks and the eyes of the girls.
It was early in the Spring and the world felt full of hope in
spite of Zulu's melancholy and our thoughts of Africa, the enigma
on the other side of the ocean.

for a dance.
"Zulu was damn right," I said as we were dancing. "What
really do you think you are doing in our ranks, you women?"
c, Much," she said. "You don't know?"
" I don't," I said.
"No?" she laughed, throwing her head backwards, her eyes mild,
her long hair flowing behind her.
" Now come on, Eva," I said.
" Come on what?" she said, smiling provocatively into myeyes.
" Did you quarrel?" I heard Emile ask Zulu. "What happened?"
"Nothing," Zulu said. " Just took a decision, that's all."
" He's crazy," Eva said to me. "Took a decision!"
" Of course," I said, seriously. "Why not? Of what use are you
to us? You don't even want to give birth to the children of the
A NIGHT LAST SPRING. Drinks and dancing and rubbing and kissing
revolution. All iliat keeping of contraceptive devices between
and very serious talk of the revolution. It wasn't our fault that you and the heroic fathers of ~om~rrow! You won'~ even give birth
while our comrades were fighting under the clouds of the horizon, to our children. What contrIbutIon are you makIng towards our
fighting and killing and dying, we were in Paris, thousands of miles cause ? We need fighters."
away from Johannesburg, in the safety of a flat in the Rue de
" There are enough fighters in South Africa, don't you think?"
Vaugirard. We were the diplomats of the revolution and it would
" There are never enough fighters anywhere. Never."
be wrong to underestimate our contribution towards the common
The record was a blues. Far away the night was turning on its
struggle as it would be wrong to say those girls - Eva and the side on the suburbs of sleep.
others - had no business to be there that night with their eyes
Then Eva began to rub herself into me, making me feel the
and lips of love, with their breasts and thighs which felt so good shape and hairiness of the centre of her womanhood.
when we danced close.
"Come on dance," she said, narrowing ,her eyes, her lips halfThere was Nina, Ingrid, and an African girl, Dikobo, and of open.
course Eva who was the odd woman out, for I had come with
"Is that the contribution you are making?" I asked, refusing
Dikobo and Nina had been brought by Carlos, an Angolan the contact with her thighs because Dikobo was there and she-revolutionary; and Ingrid was Emile's girl - Emile, a young could be very jealous.
French leftwing novelist being our host.
" Maybe," she said.
Jazz and Miriam Makeba records and other records; cigarette
"It's not enough," I said. "That was what Peggy offered.
smoke, vodka, whisky, brandy, rum and talk of writers and their Zulu didn't find it was what we needed."
works talk of men and women and every now and then, talk of
" Maybe it's neurosis you need," she said, forcing the contract
the r;volution. The lamp shade made the light in the room a soft with my thighs against which she rubbed hers and then she
red· and in the distance Paris grappled with insomnia and we contributed the feel of her breasts, pressing them against my
talked of home and of our dreams and there was love in the eyes chest - that felt real good - and she placed ,her cheek agai~st
of the girls.
.
mine her chin over my shoulder and spun and spun her waIst
Towards midnight Zulu Dikusa, formerly of Fort Hare, arnved drea~ily to the deep beats of the cool jazz; rubbing and rubbing
without Peggy.
herself against me and I held her tight, rubbing, liking her, and
soon she began to blow, lively woman, began to pant as if she was
working
very hard for the revolution which was thousands of
MBE L L A SON N E DIP 0 KO, Camerounian author of A
miles
away.
Few Nights and Days (Longman's, London), is studying and
I ASKED EVA
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of African writing in French. Its first novelists
Diallo and Ousmane Soce Diop - still bear the strong
lmpnnt of the French assimilationist policy In Africa.
Bakary Diallo, born in 1892 at M'bala near Dorgana of Fulani
parentage, joined. the Colonial Army - the Tirailleurs Senegalais at the age of nineteen and fought as a copora1 in the battle of the
Marne in 1914, where he was twice wounded. A semi-literate before
his long stay in French anny hospitals, he managed to publish his
autobiographical novel, Force-Bonte, with the assistance of Lucie Coustuneer and Jean-Richard Bloch, in 1926. Diallo's basic creed being that
l' ame franfaise is the choicest product of this world, he generally l~uds
France, at the same time appealing to her to have a higher regard for
ber black children. But occasionally some doubts as to the value of
white civilisation creep into his mind and writing, as in the passage
chosen.
SENEGAL IS THE MECCA

~ ~akary

BY WAY OF CONTRAST, the contemporary writer Sembene Ousmane, though
also a war veteran, who fought in France and Italy in World War 11,
pulls no punches when dealing widl the colonial situation. Author of four
novels to date, of these Les bouts de bois de Dieu (1960), which has for
its subject the 1947-8 Senegalese railway workers' strike, is the most
outstanding. This former stevedore and trade union organiser has recently
turned to film-making and won a ,first prize a,t the Dakar Festival.
His short story "Chaiba" is taken from his collection Voltaigue,
published by Presence Africaine in 1962.
Voltaique (Presence Africaine, Paris, 1962)

WILLFRIED FEUSER

SEMBENE OUSMANE Chaiba
A ~EAN BODY, a bony face, a fiat mouth set beuveen two deep
wnnkles, a bald and narrow forehead, greyish-black eyes which
looked malicious and cheerful at the same time, thick eye-lashes
an~ ~rows he did. not have that swarthy complexion which
racIalIsts generally attrIbute to all North Africans - his skin was
rather of the discreet hue of the African earth, the colour the
ground takes on at dusk or dawn. He walked with a stoop starting
from the small of his back, which seemed to hurt him and what's
more, his torso, due to a deformation of the spine, lea~ed towards
the right, thus making the right arm longer than the other. He
wore a sash of red flannel around his waist, like all the experienced
dockers of the old school.
He was working as a hold stevedore in the port of Marseilles.
The first mornin~.I saw him coming to join our team to replace
a fellow-worker Injured the day before, my heart sank . . . This
half-man, I said to myself! And Chaiba was proud ... He had
that absurd kind of pride which prompts men humiliated in mind
or body to measure up constantly to something stronger than they
are.
He told me later that he had been working on the Marseilles
waterfront for nearly twenty-five years . . . Twenty-five years as
a docker ... and always in the hold. He became one of my gan a
in fact my right-hand man. Throughout the long hours of u;~
loading, through days and weeks and months, he turned out to
be the best mate I had ever had with me. He had more experience
than. me. He. kn~w at a glance where to put a crate, on end,
Hatwlse, or sIdewIse. When we had to handle, to roll, or to lift
a load, the two of us, acting like a single person on the impulse
of the same unspoken thought, would silently find the one and
o?lr possible place for it, and in the twinkle of an eye it would be
~lttlng properly . . . (I don't know whether you've ever done the
Job of a stevedore, but you realise that there are people with
whom you're perfectly well matched, who have the same reflexes

V oltaique (presence Mricaine, Paris, 1962)

as you.) Chaiba was one of those . . . We used to say jocularly
that we were married.
He was from the Aures area. He did not speak much about
his village. He had got his \vife and children to come over. He
loved France, his own version of it, and hated the bigwigs at
home, ~nd the settlers. Incide~tally, I never found out why. He
loved hIS snuff; when he took It, hIS eyes would sparkle under the
veil of his eye-lashes.
He talked all the time about the cinema. And on Sundays he
would take his family there in full force. He always went to
the same cinema, in Blackfriars' Lane. That was the only cinema
where they showed Arabic films . . . Then he returned home . . .
to his hotel room.
He slaved with .me. A rugged one at work, he was. He worked
double shifts to pay the hotel bill and to support the clan back
~ome. That day, we ha~ done two shifts ... a day and a night,
SIxteen hours of unloadIng, and we had finished at six o'clock
in the morning. I was returning from work with him and another
docker, a white man that one. When we had reached the Colbert
Post-Office, a squad of policemen on bicycles stopped us. After
c~ecking our identity papers, they took Chaiba away. They kept
hIm for three days . . . Why? Afterwards there wasn't a single
week when he wasn't held for questioning. It was like a disease
eating away, getting. worse, gangrenating a person's body. Chaiba
grew morose, then fell silent. He no longer went to the cinema
with his family.
I read in a newspaper that Chaiba had been
deported, that he was being prosecuted. Taken to a concentration
camp, he tried to escape with weapon in hand and was shot
dead.
The Algerian war was in its sixth year, I never kne\v how
he felt about it. He certainly had the right to hate the big chiefs
and the settlers. He was not an extremist, he had nothing of the
revolutionary. But he was born in Algeria. His skin was the colour
of the Mrican earth at sunset. He loved his wife and children..
RECENTLY IN DUKAS
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went to the cinema once a week to see a film in Arabic, he loved
his snuff ... All that did not make him a revolutionary.
But maybe he felt at the bottom of his heart that he could
only attain dignity and deserve the respect of his children at the
price of a certain way of life?
Chaiba was a friend. I'm proud to think that he was a friend,
with his skin the colour of dawn. .. a new African dawn.

e

BAKARY DIALLO

Savage~

all

\VE ARE BEFORE the German troops, on the Marne. It is four
o'clock in the morning. It looks as if the day is starting to break.
Here and there, everywhere, above all in the East, an uncertain
light is spreading. The shadows of the night concentrate on the
hills and coagulate into black plots in the gullies and at the foot
of the trees with their silent 'branches. The sky lights up over our
heads - a blueish eye which opens to see an evil work being

performed. Rifles, cannon, and other innocent implements that
kill their masters, no longer make much noise.
The sections receive their coffee and a substantial breakfast.
It has been prepared during the night. Man must eat to have the
strength to die.
A German soldier, lost bet\veen the lines, has been captured
with the coffee he was carrying, by a Senegalese sentry. Seeing
himself surrounded by the tirailleurs, he trembles with his whole
being. Poor fellows, had you not foreseen this movement just as
you had counted on the gold of a glorious victory? The blacks
whom you considered savages have taken you in this war, but
instead of snuffing out your life they kept you as a prisoner.
May your fear not prevent you from proclaiming in your land
tomorrow, after the battle, the sentiments of justice inspiring them,
~'hich will restore their reputation among the races of mankind,
savages all.
Force-Bonte

CF. Rieder & Cie., Paris, 1926)

You used to be called Bimbircokak
And all'lvas well then
But you became Victor-Emile-Louis Henri-Joseph
And bought us a dinner service
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I was your -wife
Y ou v)anted to make a lady out of me
We used to eat together
You put a table between us

c

To Marcel Bebey-Eyidi Jr.
One day you will learn
that you have a black skin and white teeth
and white-palmed hands
and a pink tongue
and hair as curled
as the lianae of the virgin forest.
Say nothing.
But if ever you learn
that you have red blood in your veins,
then burst out laughing,
clap your hands
and pretend to be mad with joy
at this unexpected news.
After that moment of feigned exhilaration
take on a serious expression again
and ask them all around:
Red blood in my veins,
is that sufficient proof for you
to take rne for a man?
My father's goat, too,
has red blood in its veins.
And then tell them you don't give a damn.
For you know they've completely missed the point
of the joke of creation,
which gave red blood to animals and to man
but forgot altogether to give
your father's goat a human head.
Live and work.
Then you'll be a man.
FRANCIS

BEBEY

Presence Africaine, No. 57, 1966, p. 13.

Calabash and ladle
Gourd and cous-cous
Disappeared from the oral menu
Which you dictated condescendingly
You drove home the point that we were modern
Hot hot hot is lhe sun
Here in the Tropics
But your tie is forever tied
Around your neck though it may choke you
And since you start sulking when I point this out to you
Don't let's talk about it but please
Look at me
H ou' do you find me
We eat grapes cornflakes drink pasteurized milk
All imported goods
And eat little
It's not your fault
You used to be called Bimbircokak
And all was well then
But you became Victor-Emile-Louis Henri-Joseph
Which
As far as I can see
Does not mean we're related
To Rockefellow
(Excuse my ignorance I don't know anything about finance
Orh~h~m~hematicr)

But you see Bimbircokak
It's your fault
If instead of being under-developed
I am now underfed.
OUOLOGUEM

Presence Africaine, No. 57, 1966, p.95.

YAMBO
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The stolen
desert
Charles Oliver

The Stolen Desert: A Study of Uhuru in NorthEast Africa by the Earl of Lytton (M,acdonaId,
London)
Sudan Republic by K. D. D. Henderson (Ernest
Benn Ltd: Nations of the Modern World
Series, London)
ON THE SOMALI flag there is a five-pointed star,
symbolising the fonner territories of British
and Italian Somaliland, Djibouti, the Ogaden in
Ethiopia and the North-Eastern Province of
Kenya. Of these regions, the first two comprise
the present state of Somalia, the llatter three
are the target of Somali foreign policy, and the
whole complex makes up the Horn of Africa
with ,an estimated population of just under four
milLion persons.
Lord Lytton is unashamedly on the side of
the Somali govern,ment and its extra-territorial
ambitions. He argues that the Somalis "had
been for centuries one nation, professing one
religion, speaking one language and pursuing a
single pattern of pastoral nomadic culture when
the Europeans arrived and carved them up."
In support of his argument he reoalls the
Atlantic Charter, indulges in some exegesis of
the Book of Genesis, uses the polemics of certain African nationalists against themselves, berates the Ethiopians and defines what he considers are more suitable boundaries for Somalia's'
neighbours.
Certainly the subject matter is important,
not only in general for African border disputes as
a whole, but also topically with reference to
Djibouti 'and the aifter-effects of General de
Gaulle's recent visit there. But Lord Lytton
has not pruned his material well enough. Too
much extraneous ma~ter has been introduced for
the single-mindedness required of a polemic,
for we are detoured into life in the White
Highl'ands, into the cure for thermonuclear
destruction, and even into lan omnibus reckoning
of Africa's post-Uhuru ills. Wherever Lord.
Lytton has been, we go wilth him. The trouble
is that he flits about.

also by a m'an with long experience df his subject, is K. D. D. Henderson's
Sudan Republic. And the Sudan also has its
form 'of Iborder-cum-nation probi'em. What will
be done about the South? The three Southern
provinces - Bahr-el-Ghazal, Upper Nile 3nd
Equatoria - are predominantly nilotic and negroid compared with the Arab northerners. The
Sudan is ,a member of the Arab League, an
organisation 'with aims that taUract Httle 'sympathy in the South, where Christian missionary
influence was formerly strong.
The present Prime Minister, Sayed Sadiq el
Mahdi, has written in -book fonn his suggested
solution to the bloodshed that has taken place
in the South, where the Anya Nya movement
A QUIETER STUDY,

is tying up large portions of the anny. Mr. Henderson summarises these suggestions - economic
development, a national mystique, the selection
of "'Congenial" men to serve in the South, an
educating of northern opinion out of ideas of
racial superiority but is far too discreet
to say whether these are his own views as
well. This discretion, admirable in what is a
textbook survey of the Sudan as a na1tion, detracts from the book's use as a guide to the
solution of a political problem. He has catalogued and summarised, but more than that demands the 'approach of Lord Lytton.
So back to Lord Lytton. "The political
unities continued in Africa by Europe were
strong as long 'as Europe remained. They are
fragile on the morning of Europe's departure,
and the strong focus of unity which brought
them into being is replaced by a negative focus
which subsists only by denouncing what has
already gone and it is therefore unstable." Which
means, I think, that pre-independence nationalism has not been replaced by any lasting
cohesive force. Some of this is true, but certa,inly Lord Lytton will touch many nerve
centres when he discusses the struggle between
the seeking of self-detennination and the preservation of territorial integrity.
there are a few test cases for
Africa. Kartangese secession was denied, although

IN THIS STRUGGLE

Negro
humour

all Katangese except the Baluba se1.J1Jeu (0
support it, because it had outside backing, while
the referendum in the mandated territory of tlle
Cameroons drew one section to the present
state of the C-ameroons and the 'Other to
Nigeria. But both of these were foregone conclusions. What about the case of the split
The Ewe, the Somali, the Chewa,
tribe and others - and what about the tribe which
does not fit in - the Baganda, the Watussi,
the Ibo? Any discussion of borders involves
the touchy subject of tribalism.
There is no 'set answer. All the answers will
be set out according to the disposition of
power. The Som'ali in the North-Eastern Province of Kenya are now being coerced into
living in government villages as a result of
Shifta activity: the Sudanese Kakwa and Achole
have large parts of their numbers exiled in
United N'ations refugee camps in Uganda. But
in case you had forgotten the official international recipe, here it is from the official communique of the 1966 meeting of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers: "There wa s danger of
an escalation of confHct arising from territorial
claims in Africa, particularly in the Horn, and
they expressed the hope that disputes on changes
in international 'boundaries would be settled by
peaceful means, and outside powers would refrain from taking steps which could aggravate
the situation in that area."
•

Except for the beast fables, which are anciently derived from the world's multiracial
heritage, and which were truly universal long
before America was discovered or the Christian era began, Am'erican Negro hurnor is
rooted in social oppression. And - 'again exJohn Henrik Clarke
cepting the animal fables - it differs from
classical, Western, and white American humor
in other respect. It is totally devoid of 'those
myth-making and myth-transm,itting elements
and symbols that appeal so deeply to the
American mind in the tall-tale tellers such
as Davy Crockett, Seba Smith, Mike Fink,
Laughing on the Outside: the Intelligent White
and Mark Twa'in. There are no Rip Van
Reader's Guide to Negro Tales and Humour
Winkles, Johnny Appleseeds, Paul Bunyans, or
Edited by Philip Sterling (Grosset and DunCalamity J anes and none bearing the
lap, New York, $3.95)
faintest resembl1ance to them in Negro
American humor."
OF THE MANY interlacing factors that make up
It is to Philip Sterling's credit that he made
the collective world of the Black American, every effort to search for new material for this
humour is the best known and the least under- book and also to select some of the best of
stood. The first of many things that one must the old material. The book is arranged to 'show
understand about what is called "Negro Hum- the many varities of "Negro Humour" and
our" is that it is a two-faced coin with an how it is often used as a shield against oppresever-present sad dimension. Th~s fact is spelled sion. Neither the editor of this book nor any
out sharply in the following lines taken from of the many contributors to it is of the opinion
an old blues song:
that humour has helped :to destroy oppression.
You see me laughin'
The AJro-American's particular sense of humour
I'm laughin' just to
has helped him to survive in spite of oppresKeep from cryin'.
sion.
To the black American, humour has 'been
In collecting material 'for this book, Philip
many different things, depending on time, need Sterling travelled North and South, through
and circumstances. It has been concurrently farm regions and industrial centres, ~nto small
an outlet for deep frustration, an emotional towns and city slums. The results of his journeys,
crutch and a survival tactic. "Negro Humour" extending over ten years, and his 'careful reand its philosophical shadings have helped to search and editing can be seen and enjoyed
save the black American's sanity under oppres- in this unique an'thology which brings together
sion. For this reason any book on the subject a wealth of material from obscure and longthat is worth serious attention must be more forgotten sources and some of 'the best of the
serious than humorous.
already well-known writings on the subject.
In his introduction to this book, Saunders Saunders Redding's comment on the book shows
Redding has said:
the niature of its achievement.
To declare th'at American Negro humor "While the end is laughter," he writes, et its
is different is to state a quite obvious, though means are subtlety and wisdom - the wisdom
generally ignored, fact. But how is it differ- of a people who know that ~ laughter may serve
ent? And from what is it different? . . . as many souls as prayer'."
•
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Agents
to victims
Tony

VOSS

The Pact by lames Ambrose Brown (putnam's,
New York)
AMBROSE BROWN'S novel aims to be
more than a thriller with a South African setting. It tells the story of Christopher Murray,
a white South African of typical, almost
archetypal descent - Scots and Dutch. Having
witnessed the murder of his family bya Poqogang while on a caravan holiday, Murray a
year later sets out to assassinate the South
A'frican Black Nationalist leader Makofane, who

lAMES

RE-VI EW5-2
Nearer
the clash

The Clash of Colour; A study in the Problem

of Race by Basil Marrhews (Christian Endeavour, London, 1924)
THE BLACK WILL never understand the white,
nor the white the black ... ": Basil Matthews
opens his 176-page book with this memorable
quotation from Jack London.
I h'ave just re-read Matthews's essay and
want to record, and perhaps convey, some of
the feelings of exoitement and respect which this
little piece df prophecy has induced in me.
Though it was writ'ten 42 years ago, Matthew's ess·ay - a little piece of prophecy can still arouse feeling of excitement and respect. In its essentials it is quite up-to-date:
only the recommendation and conclusion are
obsolete.
Matthews was a christian missionary who had
U

The second' in an occasional series of reappraisals of books On Africa.

is in exile in Basutoland.
By a strange fute, whose contrivance is not
disturbing, Murray is himself an assassin's
target. Jonathan Nkosi, a young African schoolteacher, becomes a member of Makofane's under-.
ground revolutionary group after his father is
killed at Sharpeville. His first assignment is to
kill Murray: and when the white man sets out
for Basutoland, where Makdfane has called
a meeting of underground leaders, Nkosi is on
his 'tail.
Chances of various kinds bring the two men
together and Brown shows the change in their
relationship as they share successive dangers.
There is a pattern of withdrawal and approach
through which the two men move in the changing circumstances of their exile. In the end
they are victims rather than agents. Brown has
rooted his story in recent South African history.
Yet the achievement of the novel lies in its
evocation of the physical setting and its isolation of the two central characters 'as individuals,
rather than in hs grasp of the vast complexity
of the political-personal situation. The attempt
to fuse the sense of group with that of individu-"
al destiny does not 'seem to me to succeed.
For example, early in the journey, Murray
meets members of his wife's fiamily:
" In everything Oom Gert said was the indignation of a people who had subdued a land
and believed that they loved it more than the

served in Asia. He no longer thought as a
European and he understood that Europe's conquest of the world, over five countries, is the
detenninant of the world of today.
According to his calculations, at the time he
wrote, the habitable surface of the globe amounted to 53 million square miles. Of 'this total
" 47 million squ'are miles are under white
dominance." With the hindsight now available
it is quite clear that China's three million square
miles were then under semi-colonial dominance
and Matthews's total of the dominated area
must therefore be increased to 50 minion 'square
miles.
He realised that the racism which the Europeans had invented would prdbably lead to "a
clash of colour" and that "of the world problems the greatest, the most momentous on every
ground is ... the race problem."
IT IS A PITY THAT Manhews accepted the concept of race as a thing in itself, 'and as a
reality, 'and that he did not tell his re-aders
that the word itself is of unknown origin, first
recorded as having been used in Italy in the
14th century. Without respectability, the word
and concept were ruthlessly used as a unifonn
to distinquish conquerors from conquered, as
the Europeans (calling themselves "christians ")
sallied forth in five centuries of looting and
conquest against the AustraLian, American, African and Asian native peoples.
With remarkable pres'cience Matthews foresaw
(and named) television and mass air-travel and
the contribution they would m'ake to the sharpening of rateist attitudes. He also predicted a'ccurately the dangers whlch their own deeprooted racism held for the Europeans themselves. He spoke of the empty lands held by
the whdtes and asked "what can stop the
swamping of the minority of whites by the tidal
waves of Asia's millions?"
South Africa's racism figures as the pOtential
casus belli: "It is when you get down to
the treatment of Indians in, say, South Africa,
that the battle-royal begins. And that is where

aborigines who for seasons before the white
man came had moved over the land like
locusts and knew nothing of the deep sense
of possession which grows, genera'tion by
generation, in the hearts of husbandmen.
"What could weavers of grass huts know of
the enduring love that grew about buildings of
stone and polished timber ... today the huts
were green and tomorrow the rain rotted and
the fire destroyed.
"There would be nagmaal tomorrow. He
was strongly tempted to stay for the oldfashioned communion service . . . the cars,
the wagons and scotch carts round the church.
He yearned toward this feast of the God of ,his
people . . . the blood of 1esus Christ . . .
the atonement ... the sacrifice.
(The passage shows up a rather irritating
trait of Brown's style - the elliptical successions of images aimed at evocation - these too
often read like advertising copy.)
If the novel is read as a comment on the
South African scene, its conclusions are grim.
Nkosi, the noir engage, and Murray, the blanc
derange, eventually find common ground, yet
they both fall victim to the violence of larger
groups and more rabid individuals - the rebel
leaders and their white English adviser.
The Pact is a workmanlike exotic thriller.
Brown's mentor is Hammond Innes rather than,
say, Conrad.
•

it centred in the (Imperial) conference of
1923." At t1hat conference Sir Tej Bahadur
Sapru clashed with Smuts 'and their viewpoints
are given verbatim.
It is when Matthews comes to make his recommendations that he goes off the rails. Yet
this very failure is illuminating, ~nd much light
is thereby thrown on christianity.
AN INTER-RACIAL football match which he had
observed at the American College at Beirut
inspired him with the ideal of an international
team of young christians. He believed that the
various christian universities and colleges in
Asia and Africa (mentioning many including
South Africa's Tigerldoof and Lovedale) held
the key to the world's future.
No doubt these colleges have made a great
contribution in the educational field, 'but in ~ll
cases their christianity has withered under the
hot winds of nationalism. The chimerical picture
of young Chinese, lapanese, African, Turkish
and Indians coming together as christians to
dissolve Europe's racism and to solve the world's
'toughest problem reveals Ma;trhews as blinded
by Europocentrism and by the hypocrisy of
christianity as revealed by 42 years of actual
history.
We who have seen the double face of
christianity in South A'frica, the cardboard
" martyrs" who verbally castigiate apartheid in
Monday's Star, then bar their schools to brownskinned children on Tuesday, cannot say that
this world failure of christianity is very surprising.
Can the church purge itself of this fearful
failure? Eleven o'clock on a Sunday morning
is still, in the United States, the most segregated
moment of the week. Can the white paint be
scraped off the image df Jesus in time?
On the far more important -secular front,
can the Europeans scrape the mental white
paint off themselves in time to avoid a global
white-brown" clash of colour"?
Perhaps in another 42 years the answers to
both these enignms will be visible.
• .
MELANCTHON
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Dammirifa
due!
NOVEM.BER 22, 1963

MARTIN
LEGASSICK

Looking back
at the death
of J. F. Kennedy
-how Africa reacted

in the life of any Kennedy is big
news - even the death in a plane crash of a relative by marriage.
Different sections of the population are of course interested in
different aspects: the editor of one of the weekly movie scandal
sheets said recently that no issue was complete without a story,
and preferably a cover photograph, of the latest Jackie Kennedy
rumour, and a rash of articles on Robert Kennedy's political
empire-building has spread from the liberal weeklies to the glossy
monthlies. One of the more astonishing sides of this web of court
gossip is the emotional response of JFK among" intellectuals."
During his life-time there was already the legend: the thinker
\vho was also a man of action, ts well as possessing the physical and sexual - virility which American intellectuals could vicariously
admire. Now, not only has his nebulous and heavy rhetoric been
elevated to the level of the timeless aphorisms of Socrates (with
Sorensen, Schlesinger, Salinger and others as the Platos of the
piece), but every film-clip of the man, witty or serious, pointing
his finger or swimming at Hyannisport, is guaranteed to raise a
tear. JFK has become the intellectual's tear-jerker.
A favourite gambit, in fact, for those early stages of a conversation between "liberals," when they are circling like dogs to test
each other's reliability, is "Where were you when Kennedy was
killed?" The appropriate response is a sigh and a slight smile of
recognition of a kindred spirit. Sometimes there is even a touching
story. One of my favourites (I must confess my lack of imtnunity
from the Kennedy bug) was told to me by a girl who had been
in a remote district of Japan on the day of the assassination. The
news came over the television to their party of four Americans
while they were in a restaurant; the girls began to cry, whereupon
the owner turned everyone else out of the building, closed the
doors, withdrew himself. Nor was this sensitivity peculiarly Japanese: non-Americans generally seemed to view the death as a family
loss for all Americans, perhaps because they felt it themselves as
the loss of a distant father figure. (When Verwoerd was killed,
on the other hand, people approached with an ironic smile and said
" You must be sad at the news.")
When Kennedy was killed, on November 22, 1963, I was at
the University of Ghana. In fact I heard the first news of it from
a Ghanaian who burst into the bathroom of the residence hall
\vhile I was taking a shower. It was about seven in the evening
and a dance was starting in Legon Hall. I cannot even say that
the dance was more subdued than usual: it would be difficult
t~ tone down the spontaneous gaiety of Ghanaian social life. But
fresh bits of news trickled in and circulated while the high-life
continued and the frog5 croaked in the concrete drains. An event so
enormous can hardly be reacted to at first: with no television, our
emotions responded only as the pictures and stories began to fill
the local papers.
IN AMERICA, ANY INCIDENT

THE OTHER DAY, LOOKING through my files, I came across the
press-clippings from the Monday and Tuesday following the Friday
of the death, which had the first full reports. The Monday Evening
News, least literate and most myopically pro-Party of the papers,
had touchingly lined three pages of the stories on Kennedy in
black. The first page was half-covered by the words" DAMMIRIFA

mourning in the vernacular; the
remainder of the page had pictures of Kennedy and the Ghanaian
flag at half-mast. So far was the Evening Nel1's caught off-guard
that their obituary editorial had praise for "that tantalising
moment in the annals of contemporary history when the fate of the
world literally hung in the balance over his superbly executed
Cuban feat of unexcelled brinkmanship"! This was a response
so demonstrative of regard for Kennedy in least-expected circles
that it made up quite for the eulogy by the Party-poet MacNeill
Stewart, trite and execrably bad as always.
On the Monday Nkrumah broadcast a tribute to Kennedy, and,
reading it now, it seems that the legend had sprung up overnight.
Nkrumah praised Kennedy's "tremendous courage, integrity, and
warmth of feeling for his fellow-men" and called him a " relentless
fighter for equality· and human dignity," a champion of world
peace.
What Kennedy did ... \vhat Kennedy said ... What Johnson
did that Kennedy had said
what Johnson says and does that
Kennedy would not have
all are now so intertwined that at this
time it is difficult to know how far the legend that emerged was,
or would have been, a fact. What is important for America to
know now is that the legend exists, that Kennedy was, as the
Ghanaian Times said, "the New Frontier's symbol of today's
dynamic youth . . . of the giants of our age," and that it sets a
standard by which other American leaders are judged.
DUE; DAMMIRIFA DUE, DUE! ",

rr KENNEDY WAS GOOD, his enemies, those who killed him, were
Bad. The world exorcised its fears and hates on the forces behind
Lee Harvey Oswald. In this sense the determination by Americans
to view the assassination as an individual act was linked to the
middle-class fear of self, and the predominant view of a conspiracy
held by the rest of the world was the characteristic blame by
disadvantaged groups of " the other" for their deprivation. Already
on the Monday after the death, further shaken by the shooting of
Oswald, the Evening Ne'WS was asking questions, under a picture
of Kennedy pointing outwards: "T·he finger in this pietureis
pointing at the guilty consciences of the real killers of President
Kennedy . . . Who are the brains behind this hideous crime? . . .
The real assassins must be smoked out of their conspiratorial
dens . . . What forces or elements stand to gain by his death?
The world needs refresh its memory with the reading of two
classics - Macbeth and Hamlet." The net of guilt was at this
stage cast widely, speculatively, and sometimes almost metaphorically. "America is like a sepulchre all white and shining outside
but dead rotten inside" said Harry Nimbus of the Ghanaian
Times. "To the glorification of American idiocy, in less than a
century they have murdered four of their Presidents . . . America
must learn . . . that washing machines, electric shavers, ready
automatic meals and the capability to hop from one Hilton Hotel
to another is not the height of civilisation." One of those planted
letters from "Patriot, Accra" blamed the death on "the evil
manoeuvres of imperialism and capitalism . . . for if a people
have been able to murder their own Head of State ... what will
they not do to the Mro-Americans and uncompromising champions
of other races with whom the capitalists do not see eye to eye ..."
This curious reversal of Matxist theory, by which an evil society
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when nothing moves anywhere
the only motion is the noisy
stillness in me
should you then
long for

me
look for

me
in forbidden songs
searching in the light
beyond pertrified hypocrises
K. WILLIAM KGOSITSILE
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Hakuna kazi* - motto and refrain;
A symbol like the plague-cross on a door
We pass in fear, and then turn back again
And cross ourselves and pray with guilt or pain
" God let it strike the other man," and read once more
" Hakuna kaki " - motto and refrain.
Like toadstools sprouting after hecrvy rain
The hungry men spring up, their pleas waves on a shore
We pass in fear. And then . .. Turn back again,
A child is in your path who hopes to gain
A cent or two by some unneeded chore.
" Hakuna kaki " - motto and refrain.
To a drowning man the boat tvill hold no more?
And maxim. How does one explain
We pass in fear - and then turn back again The leprous beggar. Gr(Y[J)ing like a stain
A slogan bleeds behind him on a door:
" Hakuna kazi " motto and refrain
We pass in fear, and then turn back again.
JOHN ROBERTS

Hakuna kazi: No vacancies

had produced a good leader, so that when he was destroyed
one blam~d the people and praised the leader, was followed hy
the Eventng News, who demanded that America re-examine her
social and economic system.
Some of .the accusati.ons in Ghana were a little more specific.
~kr:unah himself. qu~ned whether Kennedy's support of racial
Jusnce was not a motIve for assassination. And that acerbic South
Mrican columnist in the Ghanaian Times, H. M. Basner, addicted
to a ~onspiracy theory of history, threw scorn on the theory of a
left-.wIng plot and subtly implied that the failure of the security
serVIces to prevent the assassination indicated the involvement
of the :' mili~ry-industrial complex." Basner, incidentally, must
be credIted WI.th the most realistic appraisal of the limitations of
K~nned~s aCtlons to occur at that euphoric moment: the Civil
Rights bIll due to be passed would not, he said, satisfy American
Negro aspirations.
It was however in Cairo, where I happened to be some two
weeks later, that I read one of the wildest speculations. The
Arab Observer of December 2, 1963, wrote that" . . . to Arabs
the loss was particularly keen since in his last act of political
importance, President Kennedy had supported the cause of the
Pal~stinian r~fugees. Was it possible that in that support lay one
motIve for hIS death?" There followed a long justifying article
whose circumstantial evidence included the fact that Dallas wa~
the local headquarters of the Texas Zionists, as well as the frequent mention of H night-club owner Jack Rubinstein" as the
murderer of Oswald.

IN THE VACUUM OF DISBELIEF, shock and horror which fotlow
such an incredible event as the assassination of the Head of State
of a world power, instinctive reactions are formed and set the terms
of subsequent debate. Further discussion is often rationalisation.
With 26 volumes of the Warren Commission Report, 42 books
directly concerned with the assassination, and millions of words
said and written, argument has moved from the terms of Zionists,
r~cists, communists to those of bullet trajectories, types and positIons, the numbered frames of films, but the uncertainties remain.
The Kennedy legend grows (there are now 250 books alone on
his Presidency) - grows because of rather than in spite of JohnSOD;
Robert Kennedy, through a skilful weaving of his own original
themes with the phrases of his brother, is attempting to replace
almost subliminally that face behind the pointing finger by his own.
Whether or not Kennedy succeeds in donning the mande, and
whether he can retain the support of the new radical groups
stimulated into life by the vigour tnd freedom of the IFK years,
are important questions for Africa and the world as well as
America. There can be no doubt now that November 22, 1963
marked a sharp discontinuity. But was that era from 1960 to 1963,
full of idealism and rebirth in America, of independence and
groping towards socialism in Mrica, of thaw between East and
West ... was it an inten-egnum between decades of sterility and
reaction? Or is this time now, of Vietnam, Rhodesia, the overthrow
of Nkmmah and Ben Bella, of the crisis of Nigeria, the destnletioD
of revolutionary movements in Latin America, the real pause? It
is with another Kennedy's future that some of the answer lies.
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A hitch-hiker in a Syracuse University
sweatshirt went with me all the rest of
the way into St. Louis. He was just returned from the Army in Germany. He
was a compulsive liar a-bout .his experiences
in Berlin but crafty. He will make an
American supersalesman. He said that he
was against the Vietnam War but would go
back into the Army if he were called.

the bluff is a brand new Indian school
done in army camp modem; dusty paper
was blown high all along the sheep fence
around the school. Two young Navaho men,
who said they had not been able to find
work since early last year, told me that
they had been East too, "all the way to
Santa Fe."

I arrived in Kayenta simultaneously with
Barry Goldwater. In the lobby of the
motel-resturant, before going off to dedicate
some recently restored Indian ruins, he
bantered with the local nabobs and then
pulled back alone to play with a broken
button on his suit jacket. He has seen 'headThere did not seem to be a Vietnam ier things than Kayenta and he shows it.
in beautiful Kansas even though two Australians met on the road talked long about
To the south rim of the Grand Canyon
" stopping the Chinese right now."
I rode with a young hitch-hiker who" sometimes designs furniture" in Denver. He was
Over Pike's Peak hung a great electric Portuguese-Korean, born in Hawaii. He
stonn that seemed to jar the foundations said he did not like to travel there in
of the Rockies, but just below, near Colorado the South-west because "they treat me
Springs the doors into the famous and like an Indian," and not in the South begiant tunneled-out mountain of the Airforce cause there "they can't figure me out and
war control center were clearly visible from sometimes they treat me like a Negro."
the highway. Waiting for the rain to abate
in a cafe in Falcon, a rancher told me
Out in the vastness of desert Arizona a
that as it said in the Bible, it was "the new car with Danish plates and a "MAKE
bad angels" who were responsible for all LOVE NOT WAR" bumper sticker passed
the trouble in the world. And in the next me in clean pursuit of Southern California.
breath he complained about young people
refusing to go to Vietnam" because of all
That night in Kingman, still many miles
this LSD and other stuff."
from California, a little Negro boy entered
a resturant to alert the owner, an old Jew
At a carnival in the cold evening of with a heavy Eastern European accent. They
Salida high in cl1e mountains there swag- came back out together to kill the rattlegered a group of young Indians trying hard snake that was winding along across the
to act like Negroes.
sidewalk under the mercury vapor lights
in the desert night.
In Pagoda Springs, an old cowboy with an
Irish face, Navaho braclets and dirt in the
Waiting for the sun nto go down over the
creases of his neck told me that he had Mohave in the Needles, California public
never been in the military, would not have library I read AlIen Ginsberg's epic antigone if "they" had called him, and cer- Vietnam War poem, "Wichita Vortex
tainly would not go to fight in "this silly Sutra," and learned after-all that Vietnam
Vietnam thing."
was in Kansas too.

The Harry S. Truman Museum in Independence, Missouri is full of mementoes
from more reasonable wars and crowded
with sober Americans wondering at the
institution of the Presidency.

Notes from a trip across
America at war
New York, October 1966
IN THE FIRST LIGHT near Philadelphia
there was a long train carrying only Ford
Mustangs east from Detroit, tiered three
high. The Asian War inhibits neither our
production nor our consumption.
On the glass door of a Pennsylvania cafe
that morning was pasted in red, white and
blue: "SUPPORT OUR BOYS IN VIETNAM."
And on a Texas car on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike was the first" BACK THE WAR IN
VIETNAM" bumper sticker of the trip.
In a small mill town south of Pittsburg
there was a boy in a filling station, London
haircut and California surfer's shirt, who
told me: "My girl had a fight with her
old man and now she's living with me,
until I get drafted anyway."
New Concord, Ohio is the home of John
Glenn. At each end of town is a sign to
that effect with a Mercury capsule done
in cartoon. The blue and red paint is already badly faded.
In a truckers' cafe above Millersport,
Ohio, a man next to me was eating salad
for breakfast. He talk of how his second
adopted daughter can recite whole chapters
of the Bible. Then in a lucid versimiIitude
of reason he spoke of how he would vote
for George Wallace for President if he
could. "I'd vote for Eichmann if he was
on the ballot."

The latenight radio station all the way
from Oklahoma City reported that the
university there would soon build a "recreation centre" with seven basketball
courts.

The Mexican owner of a sorry little
garage at the edge of the Mohave talked
of his dream of a Volkswagen franchise,
"and then I'll put little palm trees in pots
out front."

Ahead of me on the way down into New
An immense sign was pasted across the Mexico and Arizona a Government Forest
display window of a Chevrolet dealer in Ranger's car swerved deliberately to run
over a ground squirrel and was successColumbus: "Business is good."
fu!.
East of Dayton a giant bomber in its
landing pattern 500 feet above the highway
When the highway leaves the desolate
seemed to hang awful and frozen above Ute Indian Reservation in the far corner
me, all its gear and hanging weight reluct- of 'Colorado, there is a lonely sign: "WE
ant to give up the air.
HOPE YOU HAVE ENJOYED OUR SCENERY."

In the desert, at a cafe in 'Newberry,
California, there is a crude bar mural of a
Negro "mammy" with her backside exposed which is captioned "CLINT'S A GO
In tiny Vietorville, still miles from the
Los Angeles basin, I saw two young Negroes wearing the black silk head covering
of The Brotherhood.

Next to me in a drive-in restaurant in
Brazil, Indiana, in an old car sat a teenager
girl and her little teenage man, a member of
the US Airforce; loose clothes with 45 rpm
records strewn all across the top filled the
back of their car.

Then the next day, splashing -in the
Pacific surf at Santa Monica, I overheard
two women next to me. One said, "They
ought to send all the damn niggers to Vietnam."

The first wide tplace in the road into
Arizona is Teec Nos Pos in the Navaho
Reservation. The hogans are squalid like
a Cape Flats squatters settlement. There is
only one watertap in evidence but up on

GO."
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Chibuku beer
and
independence

about that Rhodesia
was sending tankloads of free Chibuku beer
for the Independence celebrations. To taste
Chibuku beer again was almost like news
from home for six young students and refugees in Francistown. They had fled from
the university during the upheavals and
detentions that accompanied DDI. They
were eager to attend the celebrations and
I went along too with my water bucket.
The whole afternoon it was continuously
over-flowing with Chibuku beer. We formed
a tight circle in a shed and were as nasty
as possible to strangers who begged a
drink. Everyone had pretty pink plastic
throw-away mugs and at the beer tank
the law of the jungle prevailed, the stronger
shoving the weaker. We prided ourselves
that we drank in peace and comfort.
There was just a raggle-taggle crowd of
poor people wandering about aimlessly and
uncertainly.
"They call this Independence," one of
the students said scornfully. "Where's the
excitement? Where's the fever?"
There were a lot more disparaging remarks.
" You should have been here at midnight," someone said. "The British flag
was lowered in dead silence. Only one
voice said hooray and everyone turned
around to stare at the man in surprise. I
was so furious I shouted: (bum it.' Can
you imagine my amazement? An old man
standing next to me said I should not say
such things. He said I am embarrassing
everyone, especially the white people present."
Everyone laughed because the people of
Botswana really baffled them. It's as though
you are throughly astonished to find yourself at the dead calm centre of a storm that
rages over the whole of Southern Africa.
You never quite get used to it if you have
fled the whole night and day through wild
country expecting at any moment to feel
a police bullet whistling through your back.
And the students had that air about them
- keyed-up, wild, excitable, feverish. They
burst out singing the sad, defiant anthem of
Southern Africa and raised their hands
to the Botswana flag. "Africa is Ours,"
they sang. And they kept repeating the
anthem for half an hour. This drew a
THE RUMOUR WENT

BESSIE HEAD

fascinated cro\vd that stood around silently,
inspecting us minutely as though we were
zoo animals.
We also sang:
cc How many years does it take for a
man to be free? . . . The answer is blowing in the
wind ..."
THIS DEPRESSED EVERYONE and we sat in
glum silence a few moments. An old man
was sitting nearby. He had a perpetual
smile on his wizened old face. He had
walked many miles from the bush to celebrate independence. The skin on his knees
was deeply creased and abnorally stretched
from having spent most of his life in a
squatting position. He looked at us with his
beautiful smile and said in a touching
childlike way: cc I like Francistown."
Oddly, this aroused the students from
their depression. They started to abuse
everyone and everything again.
" You're drunk old papa," they said.
c, Who, just who in this silly country
knows what independence means? Just ask
anyone of these silly people."
cc Just look at that plain, ugly flag . . ."
cc No, no," I cut in sharply, suddenly
aroused too. cc The flag is very beautiful.
For one thing it is a flag for everyone,
above party politics. For another it is truly
symbolic of the country. One broad blue
stripe represents the blue sky of Botswana,
the other; the people's hope for rain to
develop industry and agriculture. The black
and white stripes, represents the ideal of
racial harmony."
They were a trifle disconcerted and
looked at the flag again.
" All right," someone said. cc I only like
it when it's not blowing out full in the
wind. I just like that broad stripe of black
in the middle."
Someone said something about the demerits of Seretse as an African politician.
Then looked at me for I have lived in
Botswana for almost three years.
cc There's nothing wrong with the man,"
I said midly.
"What do you mean? Give us facts. Is
he really an African nationalist?" they
asked critically, unbelievingly.
I felt desperately uncomfortable being a
non-supporter of politicians.
cc He says sensible things," I said, help-

Francistown, Botswana
Independence Day, 1966
';there is something
herein this country
that is good"

lessly. "I mean, the government is quiet
and when it says something one examines
it closely to see if there is any evil in the
statement but you can't find it. You think
perhaps it might be sensible then."
(.( But is the man an African nationalist?"
they asked.
cc Yes," I said. cc After a rime I summed
him up that way."
Someone said: "Actually, I can agree
with her. I like a quiet man who shuts his
mouth up when faced with a hopeless situation. Seretse is a much better politician
than Dr. Banda of Malawi for instance.
That man makes statements all the time
and they are often detrimental to African
interests."
OUR PARTY BROKE UP in a sudden, shocking
and hilarious manner. We sent one of the
students, a quiet, timid fellow to re-fill
the bucket at the beer tank. Just as it was
full he looked up into the sharp edge of
a knife.
cc Give it," a drunken voice commanded.
He hastily surrendered the bucket. Then the
whole drunken crew of men about the tank
fell upon the bucket with wild adandon
and pulled it from end to end bathing their
heads in beer. This was too much for the
students. They flew into the fray, their arms
in the air like wild birds. A Botswana
policeman calmly intervened and tippled the
remaining contents of the beer on the
ground. The students ground their teeth
in frustrated fury.
"These Batswana police are silly," they
said. cc We could have made a coup on
that bucket without any blood shed."
WALKED HOME alone. There was the
ever-familiar thorn bush lit up by the
brilliant fierce beauty of a desert sunset.
Only a new un familiar feature; the blue,
black and white flag straining in the strong
breeze.
" It is all right," I thought" The whole
world seems topsy-turvy but there is a something here in this country that is good.
Perhaps it is a weird kind of people who
pull against the current; unprovokable; ever
reasonable. Perhaps it is the rags and
tatters of poverty that are worn with an upright posture and pathetic dignity. Whatever it is I say it is good because you feel
it in your heart as peace."
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~ut ;, it 'does inv~lve, special equipment, some. of which call be

Re-medying
blindness'
ARTHUR

w.

of

BLAXALL

to

conference on work' for' the Blind;
held ',in' Lagos 'in January"'1966 it was stated that in the
32 countries' of tropical and equ'atorial Africa, :there ,are at
least- 1,400,000 blind-!people, of whom 100,000 are children.
, It is important that the words at ,least are emphasised. It
ha~ b~en, proved in ,other countries that corre~t, statstics ,are
available, .only when ,a goveI~ment register of ,the" blind .is
opened, ",coupled with the grant of a pension to all" whose
need is 'jndic~ted, by certain criteria. So far few African count~ie,s
have :,',th~s, ~social service so that statistics are bllilt up 011'
re,se~rches~' of ,'private ,enterprise alone. Governments hesitate to
introduce civil pensions, and other social services, until economic
arid . industrial development justifies the introduction of 'social
se'curity payments.
'
Moreover: when a social sore is exposed it calls' for remedial
measures, in the case of physical blindness these fall under three
heads.. :~,
(a) ,;Schooling for the young
Cb) ',Adult'~integration into society
, (c) Medical services, including prevention ~ork. , ,
\' The lack of sight is' essentially a physical deprivation: Sightless
people can share cultural and spiritual fellowship at the same
level -,as', the sighted:' their ,immediate handica1p is, in mobility,
self.:..expression , through, work, and ability, ,to read,. ,write and
calculate, ,because unable to see the symbols employed by, people
with sight., To overcome these difficulties, a number of mechanical
means have been invented and Perfected during the last 250 years.
These comprise tactual reading of embossed symbols, calculation
media, and ,so on. These always appear wonderful'to visitors going
round a school for blind children, but actually the use of touch
instead of sight to enter into the minds of others is not difficult,
especially for children who are trained 'to 'use their finger tips at
the same age that other children learn to re~ognise sight symbols.
DURING THE FIRST ,AFRICAN

the

'w .

13 L 4 x A L'L, Ph.D., a pioneer of sirvi~~s fur the
under-privileged blind and,d,eaf in South. Africa, -left as it political
exile in 1963 and has now moved, to Zambia where he will be
Chaplain ,at the Mindolo Ecumenical Centre. A final article~ on
deafness, will appear in December.

REV. A.

expensive': it also demands special training for the teacher.
Moreover the difficulties of taking young sightless children' considerable distances from' horne to school make' residential" e'stablishltients' essential - in short .special schools for the 'blind~.'are costly.
For this reason' experiments are being: carried out in N.igeria,
and' several other lands of great distances,' to have the' blind child
in school with ,sighted ,children provided: there are, few others to
form a -special class:" a ,teacher trained in a large' residential school
for the blind will then,- be attached to the local school staff to
direc~ the programme,
the sightless class.' It' fs.. an, impo,ttant
and in~eresting experiment which,:is, b~ing ,~ried in many' parts pf
Africa and 'Asia, ,but to me it seems ~ that" it will be, difficult'
avoid some ~esidential' schools, espe'cially for 1i + childr'en whose
'.' "
education must have a 'vocational direction. .
"
This leads to the second great qilestion,' that~ of integrating the
sightless person so that he or she becomes a contributing 'member
of society, and not a drag as was so often the cas'e in bygone
years. -Cl will, never forget the desolation inth~ 'voice of one
I8-year old blind-from-birth boy I found in" a South African
village, hut. All he could do was shake his head and say "they,
all, tell me I am useless." ,Fortunately I persuaded him to enter
our new trai~ing centre in Sophiatown ~ the completechapge
after three y~rs" both in physiqu~ and mental acuity, had to be
seen to be belieyed.)
,'
,
,

FORMERLY IT WAS DEEMED that the -blind could learn only
handwork so that basketrx~,and kindred crafts, were regarded as
their special preserVe, but to-day phlcement in ordinary commerce,
industry and, professions (including small farming) is the rnIe~'
The' great variety of· social structure in different parts of our
continent makes Afri,ca a vast field of opportunity for experimentation:in these fields.
Where these educational and training facilities have been pro~
vided in the past it has been an invariable practice, that the child, or
trainee, is medically examined, with special attention to, eyes.
This led to the shocking revelation that a high percentage would
never have been blind IF medical facilities had been available
at the right time.
.'
,
,At the Lagos conference it was estimated" that two-thirds of
the :blitidriess in Africa is remediable or preventable. This is a
challenge to every medical school in the continent to see,that ophtha-,
mology be given high priority in the appointment of specialist staff.'
More attention should also be given to, the establishment of .eye
hospitals of which -: to, ,the best Qf my knowledge - ,there _are·
still only two in the whole, co~tinent",one in Cairo and one near
Johannesburg.
,
Anyone interested in this social and, h:Uman struggle. can write
for a fuller report of the Lagos conference, and other materi~l, to
John Wilson C.B.E. (himself sighdess) at the Royal Commonwealth
Society for the Blind, 46 Victoria Street, London SWl, England. ,

,
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"Kill or
Be Killed"

MATTHEW NKOANA

now the basic law of

A Pan-Africanist
Congress reply to

The African Communist,
on unity moves in
Soutr Africa

survival in South Africa

IN THE LAST 18 months or so the question of a united liberation
front -for the whole of southern Africa and the rest of the dependent
African territories has been a dominant theme on African and
international rostrums. In pursuit of.-r.tllii;;«goal of unity, numerous
articles have been written· in various journals, and exploratory talks
initiated at high level in the councils of the African Revolution.
From this pen came an article in the October 1965 issue of The
New African, preceded and followed by other articles in Africa and
the World, in which I have discussed the necessity of an interterritorial strategy and presented formulae for the unity of the
liberation forces of not only South Africa but the rest of dependent
Africa. The October article, published to coincide with the 1965
Accra summit conference of the Organisation of African Unity, \-vas
happily adopted by the National Executive Committee of the
Pan-Africanist Congress (South Africa) as a policy statement and
submitted by it to all Heads of State and Government assembled
that month in Ghana.
Since then the PAC has never looked back. In October talks were
initiated in Accra which resulted in 16 political organisations from
all of oppressed Africa setting up a Steering Committee, with the
PAC in the chair, to organise a conference for all freedom fighters
to work out a plan for concerted and co-ordinated action for
liberation. It was all-set for the conference to take place in Accra
early this year when the army and police there rebelled against
Kwame Nkrumah's Government. With Ghana temporarily put out
of the picture, it became necessary to revise plans for the conference.
It is to be hoped that next month's summit conference (5-9
November) of the OAU will give much more urgent attention to
this very important question. On the South African front, the PAC
carried the theme further in August at the United Nations Human
Rights Seminar on Apartheid, held in Brazil, where it discussed
the -possibility of a Provisional 'Coalition Government for replacing
the racist regime, yet certain elements continued to sow the seeds
of suspicion and to spread divisive influences in the liberation ranks.
In its first-quarter 1966 issue The African Communist devoted
a 13-page article to a personal attack on me arising from the unity
articles. This followed another 12-page article which was an attack
on the PAC and its leaders. The first of the two articles pours cold
water on the efforts to unite liberation m'ovements for concerted
action against the southern African bastion of white supremacy.*
Dubula dismisses the unity efforts of the PAC in this cavalier
fashion: "In an endeavour to tap yet other financial resources in
Africa and elsewhere lip service is paid to the unity of the liberation
forces." "But that is not all. Dubula parades a series of ba·seless
charges against the PAC in what appears to be an all-out campaign
to petpetuate disunity in South Africa.
With utter disrespect for facts, with unclever twists, distortions
and fabrications, Dubula spreads the most divisive confusion
amongst South Africa's political organisations. No side in the
liberation movement is innocent of provocative utterances which
tend to perpetuate bitterness, but nowhere has anyone reached the

level to which Dubula has sunk. There are differences and no .one
should attempt to glo~m over. These can be discussed calmly,
and it is possible in the impelling cause of unity ~o set them aside
if they can't be resolved. But to create the necessary atmosphere in
which this can be done it is a compelling duty to stamp out the wild
attacks and nail the lies which Dubula is spreading. In this article
I propose to deal with the only charge in Dubula's 25-page string
of abuse, which contains some grain of truth. I am not concerned·with the character assassination campaign which The Africarz·
Communist is directing against me. What is at stake by far
transcends all personal considerations.
IN MY EAGERNESS to further the cause of unity, and in the course of.
a discussion welcoming a shift of policy by Nelson Mandela an~
Umkonto weSizwe (Spear df the Nation) from the ·African N~tional
Congress' "tradition of non-violence", last year I hastened to"
publish what was then reported to be Mandela's advice to his
followers to join PAC. Although I made a point of stating that ~s,·
report from Robben Island had not yet been confirmed, I must
admit that it \vas prematurely released, and subsequently reprinted·
in Asia under circumstances beyond my control. Duhula seized on··
this to lend some substance to his campaign of abuse against th~.
PAle and myself. But even this simulated passion on his patt'
cannot bear examination. He described the item as " \vholly imagin- .
ary" and as a "smear against Nelson Mandela, impugning hi~·
loyalty to the principles and the organisation to which he has.'.
dedicated his life."
I have since ascertained that what Mandela told the men on·'
Robben Island was that it was crucial for the liberation of South
Africa for them to co-operate with PAC. This is of course diffe~nt
from saying they should join the PAIC, but for the purpose of:
unity it is just as important.
Dubula may think there are sacred principles involved here which·
must forever keep the Mandelas and the Sobukwes apart, but
that is neither Mandela's view nor mine. I would be the last to·
smear Nelson Mandela.There are fundamental questions of politiCal"
strategy and tactical principles over which I have disagreed wirq
him. But that does not detract from my admiration of his courage.-·
Having myself spent three hours, with Sharpeville ringing in .my:.
head in 1960, making an indictment of my accusers in court, !
know what it takes to muster the necessary courage; that is why. Iadmire the way Mandela faced up to the oppressors at his trials.. '

*The articles appear significantly under the Mrican pseudonym stif
Dubula, though the paper is published by white South Africans from:r
London. In my January 'article I associated Michael Harmel with- the:
authorship of the articles. Later I met him by chance ·and he made .to~
deny responsibility for them. I offered to publish an apology if he coui4~
prove -his innocence, 'and asked him to arrange a meeting to discuss tb~
matter further. Though several months have since pa'ssed, Mr Hannet,
has not yet contacted me. H'owever, my offer still stand-so
.

There are also some things he said at the-,
Rivonia trial with wh'ich I have no quarrel. ROr
instance, 'Speaking of his political philosophy he
said:
'
" I have been influenced in my thinking by
both West and E-ast. All this has led me to
feel that in my search fur a political fonnula,
I -Should be absolutely impartial and dbjective.
I should tie myself to no particular system of
society other than of socialism. 'I should leave
myself free to borrow the best from the West
and from the E'a'St."
Already six years before that, the PAC had
declared fur Socialism, and became South
Mrica's first (and only) mass organisation to do
so in its basic documents. It opted for a planned
State econ-omy 'to ensure "the most equitable
distribution of wealth·" and rejected " the
economic exploitatron of the many for the
benefit Cif the few", in 1!he words of Sobukwe
from his inaugural. address in 1959.
_It was also Sobukwe who first said, in the
same address, what Mandela was to say six years
later. Sobukwe put it this way (mark the
similarity of phraseology): "Borrowing then;
the best from the East and the best from the
West, we nonetheless retain and m:a'inttain our
distin~tive p'ersonal'ity and refuse to be the
satra-psand stooges of any other power." More
important than 1!he phraseology, of course, is the
identity of standpoint.
In what way 'has Mandela's loyalty to
principles been impugned? At the risk of boring
the reader, I must once more give an example of
another way by which Mandela has approximated
P AC goals, before discussing the fundamental
differences of strategy and methods, departure
from which would constitute no disloyalty to
principles on the part of Mandela.
In 1959 S'obukw'e pointed out that" we are
not blind to the fact that the countries which
pursue a policy of planned State economy have
outstripped, in industrial development, those that
follow the path of private enterprise," citing the
fact tha-t "Ch1in'a is industrial1y far ahead of
India ".
In 1964 Mandela said: " We all accept the
need fur some fonn of Socialism to enable our
p~le to catch up with the -advanced countries
of this world and to overcome their legacy of
extreme poverty," citing Gandlhi, N ehru,
Nkrumah and Nasser as "all who acknowledge
this fact," though they were "widely different
persons ".
For himself he said: "Today I am attracted
by the idea of a classless society, an attraction
wh'ich springs in part from Marxist reading and,
in p'art, from my admiration of the structure and
organisation of early African societies in this
country. The land, then the main means of
production, belonged to the tribe. There were no
rich or poor and there was no exploitation."

THIS IS IN PERFECT HARMONY with P AC goals.
But Mandela, as part of the ANC leadership,
remained bogged down in its theoretical mire
with regard to the race- question and its p-btce in
the ideological liberation scheme of things. Following the lead given to the whole Congress
Alliance by the White-led Communist Party of
South Africa, he talked of the dangers of
U Black domination " 'and the need to " harmonise clQSS distinctions". As the CPSA saw it, its
supreme task of the moment was to teleguide the
African hberation movement away from what
Mandela calls" Black domination" to w~t he
asserts is a struggle for "full political rights".
We have it on the evid~e of Bram Fischer, an

old-standing member and a leader of the CPSA
and an outstanding lawyer:
"We have never aimed at a despotic system
of government. Nor were efforts ever directed
to establishing a dictatorship of the proletariat
in this country. . . . As I have already indicated we have never put forward socialism as
our immediate solution. What we have said is
that immediate dangers can be avoided by what
we always refer -to as a national democratic
revolution...."
Like all thinking people in South Africa Bram
Fischer, who has also been imprisoned for life,
was concerned over the grave injustices that are
being meted out to the vast majority of the
people of that land, and was especially apprehensive about the state of race relations. He pleaded
for abolition of racial discrimination and an
extension of political rights as a way of avoiding
what he referred to as "immediate dangers."
What those dangers 'are in the opinion of the
CPSA will become manifestt in the course of this
article. It is those " dangers" which have made
the CPSA what it is; which have fashioned the
role it has played, 'together with the ANC 'and
the rest of the Alliance, as a long-standing
buffer between the oppressed and the oppressors.
Mandela put it this way:
" During my lifetime I have dedicated myself to this struggle of the African people. I
have fought -against White domination, and I
have -fought -against Black domination. I have
cherished the ideal ()f a democratic and free
society in which all persons live together in
harmony and with equal opportunities."
Now everybody knows that there "HaS never
any such thing as BI'ack domination in South
Africa or anywhere else. Yet it is true that the
ANC, the CPSA and some others, including the
white Congress of Democrats, the multi-racial
Liberal Party, and the nondescript Non-European Unity Movement, have all fought "Black
domination ". Black domination has plagued the
South African struggle for many, many wasted
years.
The main basis of co-operation among various
race groups in the Congress Alliance was the
fight -against this imaginary enemy, Black domination. The ANC aim to "harmonise class
distinctions" was in reality to hannonise relations between the Black dispossessed -and the
White dispossessors. In this way, totally blinded
by their notions of Black domination whilst
admittedly opposed to White domination, they
have run with the hares and hunted with the
hounds. Their sincere but unthinKing antiracialist attitudes, calculated on the part of the
CPSA and other white parties, became an antidote against the revolutionary fervour of African
Nationalism which they dubbed Black racialism
or "Black intransigence equally demented," to
use the words of ANC Secretary-General Duma
Nokwe.
They paraded these p'alpably false notions with
religious fervour, playing up to the whites who
set themselves up as the arbiters of political
sophistication -amongst the supposedly less advanced Blacks. According to AlbeIt Luthuli,
ANC President-General, the African Nationalists
were to be condemn-ed as "would-be politicalexclusivist dictators". Of the ANC be said:
" It is as opposed to a racial majority masquerading as a democratic majority, as it is
opposed to a min'ority of -any kind, racial or
otherwise, dominating over others because, for
some reason, it seized the full control of the
State."
F ears of Black racialism or Black domination
held sway because of the theoretical bankruptcy
which gripped the Congress Alliance and the
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others. Preaching hannony between the oppressed
and the oppressors was possible only Where
superstition reigned in place of objective analysis.

IN The New African OF OCTOBER 1965 I dealt
with th-e issue of racialism as it affects the habits
and institutions of South Africa. From that
analysis one gains a picture of the only conditions in which it might be possible for Black
~aciali~m to develOp, conditions which prevail
In their crudest fonn only in the classic capitalist
society such -as that in South Africa today. The
economic causes of a deliberately-fostered racialism, like those in South Africa today, have no
room in a Socialist democracy. Socialists therefore have no cause to worry about a "racial
majori:ty masquerading 'as a democratic majority," whatever that really 'means. Where there is
no economic motivation racialism cannot develop
into a social menace.
A,s" Marxists ", the CPSA should at least be ;
aw-are of the laws of economic detenninism and
their bearing on phenomena in the constant
interaction of social forces. I am regretfully
awa're that, from the days when some in the
South Afric-an labour movement who called themselves "Marxist socialists" corrupted the wellknown M-arxist slogan to read "Workers of the
World unite and fight for a White South
Africa", the Socialist cause has never really
recovered in White South Africa.
.
A shift of some kind there has been, as in the
CPSA, but never to such an extent as the
protagonists considered might endanger the survival of the whites as a political and economic
force in South A'fric-a irrespective of their
numbers. It w'as only the intervention cif external bodies which prevented even the CPSA
from remaining exclusively White in its membership. But it has always remained predominantly White-led, to safeguard the future of the
white man and forestall the advent of a Sou-th
African" Native Republic," socialist or other.
The path taken by South Africa's brand of
Communi-srn was a matter of much concern to
Leon Trotsky in 1933. In a letter to the
Workers' P'artyof South Africa, even though at
a distance -and not particularly well infonned
about South African conditions, Trotsky aptly
commented on a thesis which had been forwarded by this Trotskyite party 'as follows:

-. - --" When the th-esis -says that the slogan of a
, Black Republic' is equally hannful for the
revolutionary cause as is the slogan of a
, South Africa for the Whites', then we cannot
agree with the fonn of this statement; whereas in the latter rh-ere is the case of supporting
complete oppression, in the fonner there is
the case of taking the first steps towards
Hberation. We must accept with all decisiveness and without any reservation the complete
and unconditional right of the Blacks to
independence. . . ."
Sobukwe has observed: "Communism, like
Christianity, has been unfortunate in its choice of
representatives in South Africa." Elsewhere I
have written that they were always white first,
preoccupied with ways and means of safeguarding their kith -and kin against the wrath of
African N'ationalism on the day of reckoning. If
Mandela ha's now seen through all this and
changed, he has proved disloyal to " principles ,~
that are unworthy of -being loyal to. Only those
who seta premium on African disunity would
lament.
As we have seen, at his 1964 Rivonia trial he
approximated to a considerable extent, in dealing
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'~,:: ,hi~;" p~itical:';;philosophy, ',::10 ·.the "stahd
'&hukwe :'''and:: ~,the";:tP Av' had' taken since :-',iiS
em~fgen~ce-' ~h'J 1959'~~ 'Ev'€t;l .'more~ 'remarkable:' was
what he said at his 1962 trial, when he took a
slini1<ir pd&ion to that taken by PAC activists
at" the-ir OWn trials since 1960. Here 'are some
e.x.:amplesX·

-:S.oB~WE~;"1960: ," I~'fe'el

no

moral bbll'jatioI1 to obey laws:' m.'a'de bjr a white minority~
I ,dbnot'~\vish·to;; i:mp~grt the persbn'aj 'honour
arid . i~teg~ity of':the:';"Court, . but ,~l'n 'unjust
1aw: cahnot' be.jtistiY'~pplied:'..' "
I,'

~i)iiA, '-i9~2; 'rc,'( wailt toma.ke,it·'p~(:'
'feedy clear' that ,; the retnarks' r am going,'~
make 'are not addressed to . Your' W ofshio 'in
his pefsohal c,ap'~c'Hy, nor a''te: tqey int~ri4~. to
. ',reflect "upop the iiJ.teg~ity of the ~'ourr" ':. . .,,:I
consjder 'myself :neither legally nor ~orally
bound to obey laws made, by' a Parliament, in
whichI have no represent,ation." ,"
'
" SOBPKWE: "The law under 'which w~. 'a're
charged,
a. law "made exclusively. for.·, tlie
,'White, man" :and .the, officers, administering the
, law are white men. We do not see how' jtisti~e
".·can be don.e in t~.~se circumstances."

is'

<

MANDELA: "Why.is it that in:,this CQurt;room I face a white, magistrate, confronted" by
"a white 'prosecutor; and, escorted into the dock
by 'a' white orderly?~:Can anyone honestly,suggest that in tlhis type of atmosphere the scales
of justice are "eyenly balanced?- "

For Mandela, who as lawyer and ·freed01n
fighter had previously featured in other political
trials .in·which 'he .had acted within the legal
framework, the 1962 case represented" a' ,departUre. A drastic 'break' "with tradition, 'first
initiated but abandoned, in 1952, \va's pioneered
and pursued by the PAC from 1960 onwards;
when its 'activists became the acCusers rather 1,han
the accused ,as such before the settler courts' in
many :p'arts of the 'country, following the
SbarpevHle' events. 'Will" Dubula not recognise
this wide"measure of common ground? Quite
clearly Mandehi hasmbved 'a long- :way towards
the PAC position, and I submit this is what

pains Dtibula. 'Hejisonly too painfully aware; of
this progress towards African unity...

wE' COME::'to,;,the"';heart"of . ~e::matter.
Whit t'is,"reaHy' 'eating tip DubuJa a'ttdhis ·,11k ':and
ANfr:'NOW

striking'> 'tetro'f :''into", the heart 'of :"every' ""White
8uptematist hl' South A.ftlC'a is the'~mighty p'6stSftarpeville: rise'of the :"PAC,t,churacterised by
events which-the"" comnfuni's!-»' Dubula ">condemns as "the uncontrolled violence of "Poqo "
and rhe "liberal" M'ary;. Benson: denigrates as
"; 'ana'tchy "'/Btafu Fischer;,inwhat his colleagues
describea's ~,~ an e16quent ·defence ". . . of the
policy arid' programme of the South African
Communist Party", has told of their rears of the
growth of the P AC'whom he said were' " extrem.;.
ists, ,'whose.. numbers and influence wer~ growing
at an 'alarming rate·~'.
'
Aldrmingindeed! To whom? 'White supretna'cists and ~heir 'fellow-travellers, 'naturally. The
media tors between the 'Oppressed and the oppres:'
sdrs could not bear to see the former take up
arms. Fischer ·tited the' people's revolts a'gainst
oppression ~~ in .Zeenls{ and Sekhukhuniland, in
Durban andWannbaths, in Zululand and Pondoland ", as et :prelude to "violence in" its most
dangerous fonn "; and what he described' as·the
"F-aarl riots 'and Bashee River murders" as
"preG.is~ly that' kind of 'terrorism which we have
always fought to prevent".
,It is in qealing winhthe post-Sharpev~l1e
anned phase of the struggle that Du!bula cannot
help but unmask himself. Because White, :~lood
has been spilt at Bashee River, Pa'arl 'and elsewhere Dubula, whilst condemning these political
killings as "Irresponsible" and "uncontrolled
outbursts of 'useless violence," spates no word of
"White sympathy" .for those who, were'
volved: the 58' P AC activists who have been
hanged in this period' for havi~g beenprive-Il, by
intolerable conditions of tyranny to take up arms.
l1hrough no fault <?f their own~ these ':men, have
!been caught up in a vici0tl's 'circle of violence and
counter-violence and their memory deserves' the
respect of all decent men who would do honour
to those who die honourably, on their feet, 'facing
tne greatest odds. But there is. not eV,en' a' single
reference to these martyrs. of the, Mrican:Revolution in Dubula's 25-page harangue,except in
the; most derogatory tetIils, as shown above. '
An act of violence can be demeaned or edified
by its motivation." Violence for violence sake
must be condemned, "but such debauchery is
very rare, even in the animal kingd~~, where the

in-

sttuggle for 91irvival::isacutest and:;constant; In

its:. crodest. .fOml the law/o1:' the,.. j,tin~le ' ca'i1:' :be
dplained ~-in:: a. :'simp}.e ;.ma,xiin :;.;;kilk or~ b'e-!'kiUeQ~'
Y

Men are often driven to that level. Certa.inly~
they have" been "driyen to that level in .South

~~~~i~1§~r[t~B~i~~i!~~§i~~~
.

., AlL rPe~ otWh'ateyer -'coldur'd'r poliiical:'shade

'Who die': in- 'the stru'g'gle Jesr'the ~cause dffreedom;

must 'be 'fittin'g:ly: tetnem1b'e"fed. ,1lr~ir'~' )le:toic.
llames _will. yet be embl azoned i iri"~olderi ,'letters
Oli' the'" shdries ....6f A'ZANIA, ''''whi~h'''~is;' \Vhat':
South Aftica ;'is to the':':Irient-afly \~~Iicipa:ted~~
arid will be :in the"ptJ'st~Liberati?ti 'er~'~ 'Meantime~
the'se'-'names m'ay:.be found' 'in."'ih'e'··cOluml1~'.6r
past. nUn:tber~,'ofjo~rnalsi)ik,e The' 1y,~!V ,1f,tlC.~:J
an.d Africa and t~e,,'World,-"and.they l'nclild~ metro
&f"al1 'political Shades. But the 'page,s of, Th~
Airic~n Comm1,f.nist ,a~e never"" soiled ;'hy: '~f~
names of men who die in' the struggle as those:
58' P AC men have.
"
' ,
. ,D'ubula, through reckle:ss misrepre~entaHoQ."
a'nd even downright mutilation of what has heen:wri·tten in the interests of unitY, does not serve,
the cause for which those men, and .thousands et
others before them. throughout 'the cellturie~,:_
have died. He frustrates all efforts towards" the'.
building up of effective striking poy/er against,
the White laager. With
'charitability, it would
pe extremely d.ifficult to adjudge':' Dubula'~ :as
anything other than' an act of tt~chery?,(Jbj,~et-~
iyely' !~nsidered, perpetrated against: th~l'atriots,
who are engaged in a !if~~and-death struggl~,f~~'
the liberation of South Africa. 'Bein'g"no ju.dge,
of intentions, however;' I can do no more thiui,
reCOmmend that for this crime' a docket' shoulq
b~ 'opened in the' councils
the African
Revolution. Meantime, the ANC would' do' th~
cause of unity, and therefore the cause of
A~anian libetation, .a 'great service by disowning
and renouncing' Dutbula and his ilk; who are
stabbing us in the, back~
,
, , "
If ~his year's sUmmit confereI.1ce' of the OAU'
can bring the freedoilifighters' togetfher 'in
claye, the cause of .liberation in southern A'frica
and the other dependent territories will have been
s~rved far' better 'by 'that than by all the resolu..:,
rions it has adopted, since its fonnatioh condemn- ;
_\ .
irig imperialism, for 'kords are not bUl~,ets.
1
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